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Abstract
For a monoid M and a subsemigroup S of the full transformation semigroup Tn, the wreath product
M ≀ S is defined to be the semidirect product Mn ⋊ S, with the coordinatewise action of S on Mn. The
full wreath product M ≀ Tn is isomorphic to the endomorphism monoid of the free M -act on n generators.
Here, we are particularly interested in the case that S = Singn is the singular part of Tn, consisting of all
non-invertible transformations. Our main results are presentations forM ≀Singn in terms of certain natural
generating sets, and we prove these via general results on semidirect products and wreath products. We
re-prove a classical result of Bulman-Fleming thatM ≀Singn is idempotent-generated if and only if the set
M/L of L -classes of M forms a chain under the usual ordering of L -classes, and we give a presentation
for M ≀ Singn in terms of idempotent generators for such a monoid M . Among other results, we also give
estimates for the minimal size of a generating set for M ≀ Singn, as well as exact values in some cases
(including the case that M is finite and M/L is a chain, in which case we also calculate the minimal
size of an idempotent generating set). As an application of our results, we obtain a presentation (with
idempotent generators) for the idempotent-generated subsemigroup of the endomorphism monoid of a
uniform partition of a finite set.
Keywords: Wreath products, semidirect products, transformation semigroups, presentations, rank,
idempotent rank.
MSC: 20M05; 20M20.
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1 Introduction
We draw our main inspiration from three closely related themes in semigroup theory: idempotent-generation,
endomorphism monoids, and presentations. Idempotents have long played an important role in algebraic
and combinatorial semigroup theory. On the one hand, Howie’s 1966 article [49] on singular transformation
semigroups initiated a vast research theme in idempotent-generated semigroups, with much attention focused
on (partial) endomorphism monoids of sets, vector spaces, modules, independence algebras, free acts and
other structures [3,6,7,9,10,14,25,29–31,35–38,41,43,44,50,52,56,59,70,74,75]. Among other things, Howie’s
article [49] demonstrated a universal property: every semigroup S embeds in an idempotent-generated
(singular transformation) semigroup that may be taken to be finite if S is finite. On the other hand,
every idempotent-generated semigroup T is a homomorphic image of a so-called free idempotent-generated
semigroup that has the same biordered set of idempotents as T . These semigroups (henceforth referred
to as FIGSs) are defined by means of a presentation (by generators and relations) derived from abstract
biordered sets [22, 64]. Among other things, these FIGSs encode combinatorial and topological properties
of semigroups, as their maximal subgroups are isomorphic to the fundamental groups of certain complexes
arising from the biordered set [8]. These maximal subgroups have therefore been the subject of intense
study, particularly in the last decade or so. Early results [62,65,66] led to a conjecture that these maximal
subgroups were always free, but this turned out to be false. The first counter-example was provided in [8]
and, soon after, it was shown by Gray and Rusˇkuc [46] that every group occurs as a maximal subgroup of
some FIGS. A recent focus has, therefore, been to describe the maximal subgroups of FIGSs arising from
biordered sets of well-known semigroups [11, 12, 15, 18, 45, 61], while relatively fewer studies of the global
structure of a FIGS have been carried out [12,13,19]. The Gray-Rusˇkuc result [46] has now been proved in
a number of different ways [11,20,42], with endomorphism monoids of free G-acts playing a key role in some
of these later proofs, and providing a natural biordered set for the construction. It has long been known
that the endomorphism monoid of a free G-act of (finite) rank n is isomorphic to a wreath product G ≀ Tn;
in fact, this is true in the more general case of free M -acts, where M is a monoid [54, 76]. It is therefore
very natural to study the structure of wreath products M ≀ Tn or, more generally, M ≀ S for an arbitrary
subsemigroup S of Tn. Further motivation for studying such wreath products comes from the fact that the
wreath product Tm ≀ Tn of two transformation semigroups is isomorphic to the endomorphism monoid of a
uniform partition with n blocks of size m [5, 16,67].
Close to the time that Howie’s article [49] appeared, a number of authors obtained presentations for
various monoids of (partial) transformations [1, 2, 68, 69], sparking a field of research that continues to this
day; see for example [23, 24, 32, 55, 57], and especially the survey [33] and references therein. Presentations
have recently been obtained for certain singular semigroups of transformations and related structures [25–
28, 60]. In particular, a presentation for Singn, the singular part of Tn, is given in [26] in terms of the
generating set consisting of all idempotents of rank n−1. To the authors’ knowledge, a general presentation
for the endomorphism monoid End(A) of an arbitrary independence algebra A is not currently known. But
for a special subclass of such algebras, the above-mentioned free G-acts of finite rank, such a presentation
can be described using results of Lavers [58] on general products of monoids, since (as noted above) these
endomorphism monoids are isomorphic to wreath products of the form G ≀ Tn. Here, we are interested in the
more general problem of finding presentations for wreath products M ≀S for an arbitrary monoid M and an
arbitrary subsemigroup S ⊆ Tn, particularly in the case that S = Singn. This kind of problem can be quite
difficult in the case that S does not contain the identity transformation (as happens when S = Singn, for
example), since many articles on presentations for semigroup constructions (including wreath and semidirect
products) focus on the case of monoids [34,53,58,73]; notable exceptions that are not restricted to monoids
have concentrated on constructions that do not capture the kind of wreath and semidirect products that
arise from endomorphisms of M -acts [21,72]. As such, to achieve our main aim of finding presentations for
wreath products M ≀ Singn, we first prove general results on presentations for arbitrary semidirect products
M ⋊ S (of which the wreath product is a special case) where M is a monoid and S a semigroup. From
these, we are able to deduce a number of presentations for M ≀ Singn that extend the presentation for Singn
from [26]. Along the way, we obtain several other results of independent interest, as we describe below.
The article is organised as follows. In Section 2, we establish notation and gather some background
results on (transformation) semigroups and presentations. In Section 3, we give a general presentation for
a semidirect product M ⋊ S of a monoid M and semigroup S (Theorem 3.1), including wreath products
as a special case. In Section 4, we classify and enumerate the idempotents of M ≀ Tn (Proposition 4.3 and
Corollary 4.5), describe canonical generating sets for M ≀ Singn (Theorem 4.7), give necessary and sufficient
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conditions forM ≀Singn to be idempotent-generated (also contained in Theorem 4.7, and originally proved by
Bulman-Fleming [9]), and give bounds (and exact values in the idempotent-generated case) for the minimal
size of a generating set for finite M ≀ Singn (Proposition 4.11 and Theorem 4.13; see also Theorem 4.15).
In Section 5, we give a number of presentations for M ≀ Singn with respect to the canonical generating sets
alluded to above (Corollary 5.1 and Theorem 5.2); in the case thatM ≀Singn is idempotent-generated, we give
a presentation in terms of a particularly natural idempotent generating set (Theorems 5.9 and 5.12). Finally,
in Section 6, we apply our results to obtain presentations for the idempotent-generated subsemigroups of a
class of monoids including the endomorphism monoid of a uniform partition of a finite set (see Theorem 6.3).
2 Preliminaries
Let S be a semigroup, and write S1 for the monoid obtained by adjoining an identity 1 to S if necessary.
Unless otherwise specified, we will generally write 1 for the identity element of any monoid. Recall that
Green’s preorders are defined, for a, b ∈ S, by
a ≤R b ⇔ a ∈ bS
1, a ≤L b ⇔ a ∈ S
1b, a ≤J b ⇔ a ∈ S
1bS1,
and that Green’s relations are defined by
R = ≤R ∩ ≥R, L = ≤L ∩≥L , J = ≤J ∩ ≥J , H = R ∩L , D = R ◦L .
It can easily be proved that D = R ◦ L = L ◦ R (so that D is the least upper bound of R and L in
the lattice of equivalence relations on S). If S is finite, then D = J . If a ∈ S, and K is one of Green’s
relations, we write Ka for the K -class of S containing a. If a subset A ⊆ S is a union of K -classes, we write
A/K = {Ka : a ∈ A} for the set of all K -classes contained in A. If K is one of R, L or J , then ≤K
induces a partial order on S/K ; as usual, we will generally write ≤K for this induced order, so that a ≤K b
in S ⇔ Ka ≤K Kb in S/K . For any subset A ⊆ S, we write E(A) = {a ∈ A : a = a
2} for the set of
idempotents in A, and 〈A〉 for the subsemigroup of S generated by A. The rank of a semigroup S, denoted
rank(S), is the smallest size of a generating set for S. If S is idempotent-generated, then the idempotent
rank, denoted idrank(S), is defined analogously with respect to generating sets consisting of idempotents.
For more background on semigroups, see [48,51].
Let X be an alphabet (a set whose elements are called letters), and denote by X+ (resp., X∗) the free
semigroup (resp., free monoid) onX. We denote the empty word (over any alphabet) by 1, soX∗ = X+∪{1}.
If R ⊆ X+×X+ (resp., R ⊆ X∗×X∗), we denote by R♯ the congruence on X+ (resp., X∗) generated by R.
We say a semigroup (resp., monoid) S has semigroup (resp., monoid) presentation 〈X :R〉 if S ∼= X+/R♯
(resp., S ∼= X∗/R♯) or, equivalently, if there is an epimorphism X+ → S (resp., X∗ → S) with kernel R♯. If
φ is such an epimorphism, we say S has presentation 〈X :R〉 via φ. The elements of R are generally referred
to as relations, and a relation (w1, w2) ∈ R will usually be displayed as an equation: w1 = w2. Unless
otherwise specified (and this will only occur in Section 6), all presentations will be semigroup presentations.
For an integer n ≥ 0, we write n = {1, . . . , n} and Tn for the full transformation semigroup of degree n,
which consists of all transformations of n (i.e., all maps n → n) under composition. (When n = 0, n = ∅
and T0 consists only of the empty function ∅ → ∅.) For α ∈ Tn and i ∈ n, we write iα for the image of i
under α, so that transformations are composed left-to-right. For α ∈ Tn, define
im(α) = {iα : i ∈ n}, ker(α) = {(i, j) ∈ n× n : iα = jα}, rank(α) = |im(α)|.
It is well known (see [51, Exercise 16]) that, for α, β ∈ Tn,
α ≤R β ⇔ ker(α) ⊇ ker(β), α ≤L β ⇔ im(α) ⊆ im(β), α ≤J β ⇔ rank(α) ≤ rank(β).
Since Tn is finite (of size n
n), D = J . The next result is well known, and is easily proved.
Proposition 2.1. A transformation α ∈ Tn is an idempotent if and only if the restriction α|im(α) of α to
im(α) is the identity map. Consequently, |E(Tn)| =
∑n
k=1
(
n
k
)
kn−k.
The group of units of Tn is the symmetric group Sn = {α ∈ Tn : rank(α) = n}. We write Singn = Tn \Sn
for the singular part of Tn, which consists of all non-invertible (i.e., singular) transformations of n. A
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famous result of Howie [49] states that Singn is generated by its idempotents: in fact, by its idempotents of
rank n− 1. The latter are precisely the maps εij (for i, j ∈ n with i 6= j) defined by
kεij =
{
k if k 6= j
i if k = j.
As usual, these idempotents may be represented diagrammatically, for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, by
εij =
1 i j n
and εji =
1 i j n
.
We will write X = {εij : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j} for the set of all rank n − 1 idempotents from Tn. Note that
|X | = 2
(
n
2
)
= n(n− 1). It is easy to check (and follows from facts mentioned above) that for all i, j, k, l ∈ n
with i 6= j and k 6= l,
εij R εkl ⇔ {i, j} = {k, l} and εij L εkl ⇔ j = l.
The next result is [49, Theorem I].
Theorem 2.2. If n ≥ 2, then Singn = 〈X 〉.
Note that Singn = ∅ if n ≤ 1. Note also that Sing2 = X = {ε12, ε21} is a right-zero semigroup, so
the smallest (idempotent) generating set for Sing2 has size 2 = |X |. For n ≥ 3, Singn may be generated
by 12 |X | elements, by further results of Howie, as we now explain. For a subset F ⊆ X , let ΓF be the
directed graph with vertex set n and edge set {(i, j) : εij ∈ F}. We say a directed graph Γ is complete if its
associated undirected graph (obtained by changing directed edges to undirected edges, and converting any
resulting parallel edges to single edges) is the complete graph (with the same vertex set as Γ). Part (i) of
the next result is [41, Theorem 2.1], and Part (ii) is [50, Theorem 1]. Recall that a directed graph is strongly
connected if, for any pair of vertices x, y, there is a (possibly empty) directed path from x to y.
Theorem 2.3. Let n ≥ 3. Then
(i) rank(Singn) = idrank(Singn) =
(
n
2
)
= 12n(n− 1);
(ii) if F ⊆ X , then Singn = 〈F 〉 if and only if ΓF is strongly connected and complete.
A presentation for Singn was given in [26], in terms of the generating set X . Define an alphabet
X = {eij : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j},
an epimorphism
φ : X+ → Singn : eij 7→ εij ,
and let R be the set of relations
e2ij = eij = ejieij for distinct i, j (R1)
eijekl = ekleij for distinct i, j, k, l (R2)
eikejk = eik for distinct i, j, k (R3)
eijeik = eikeij = ejkeij for distinct i, j, k (R4)
ekieijejk = eikekjejieik for distinct i, j, k (R5)
ekieijejkekl = eikeklelieijejl for distinct i, j, k, l. (R6)
The next result is [26, Theorem 6].
Theorem 2.4. For n ≥ 2, the semigroup Singn has presentation 〈X :R〉 via φ.
3 Semidirect products and wreath products
In this section, we prove some general results about semidirect products M ⋊S and wreath productsM ≀S,
where M is a monoid and S a semigroup (S will be a subsemigroup of some Tn in the case of M ≀ S).
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3.1 Semidirect products
Let S be a semigroup andM a monoid with identity 1.6 (Note that S might also be a monoid.) Suppose S has
a left action onM by monoid endomorphisms; that is, there is a homomorphism ϕ : S → End∗(M) : s 7→ ϕs,
where End∗(M) denotes the monoid of endomorphisms of M with right-to-left composition.7 For s ∈ S and
a ∈M , we write s · a = ϕs(a). So
s · 1 = 1, s · (t · a) = (st) · a, s · (ab) = (s · a)(s · b) for all s, t ∈ S and a, b ∈M .
(Note that if S happens to be a monoid, we do not assume that it acts monoidally on M : i.e., we do not
assume that the identity of S acts as the identity automorphism of M .) The semidirect product M ⋊ S =
M ⋊ϕ S has underlying set M × S = {(a, s) : a ∈M, s ∈ S}, and product defined by
(a, s)(b, t) = (a(s · b), st) for all s, t ∈ S and a, b ∈M .
The fact that S acts by monoid endomorphisms ensures that S may be identified with the subsemigroup
{(1, s) : s ∈ S} of M ⋊ S. If S is a monoid acting monoidally on M (i.e., 1 · a = a for all a ∈ M), then
{(a, 1) : a ∈M} is an isomorphic copy of M inside M ⋊ S. However, this article is mostly concerned with
the case that S is not a monoid, in which case M ⋊ S does not contain such a canonical copy of M . A
motivating example of the semidirect product are the wreath products, which are the subject of Section 3.2.
Suppose now that S has semigroup presentation 〈X : R〉 via φ : X+ → S. Define a new alphabet
XM = {xa : x ∈ X, a ∈M}. We regard X as a subset of XM by identifying x ∈ X with x1 ∈ XM . For
a word w = x1 · · · xk ∈ X
+, and for an element a ∈ M , we define the word wa = (x1)ax2 · · · xk ∈ X
+
M .
Consider the set RM = R
1
M ∪R
2
M of relations over XM , where R
1
M and R
2
M are defined by
R1M = {(ua, va) : (u, v) ∈ R, a ∈M} and R
2
M = {(xayb, xa(xφ·b)y) : x, y ∈ X, a, b ∈M}.
Note that, by identifying X ⊆ XM as above, we also have R ⊆ RM , via (u, v) ≡ (u1, v1). Define a map
φM : X
+
M →M ⋊ S by xaφM = (a, xφ) for all x ∈ X and a ∈M .
It is easy to check that waφM = (a,wφ) for all a ∈M and w ∈ X
+. It quickly follows (from the surjectivity
of φ : X+ → S) that φM is surjective. For convenience, in the following proof, even though R and RM may
not be symmetric, we will say “(u, v) ∈ R” to mean “(u, v) ∈ R or (v, u) ∈ R” (and similarly for RM ).
Theorem 3.1. With the above notation, M ⋊ S has semigroup presentation 〈XM : RM 〉 via φM .
Proof. We showed above that φM is surjective, so we just need to show that ker(φM ) = R
♯
M . First note
that for any (u, v) ∈ R and a ∈ M , uaφM = (a, uφ) = (a, vφ) = vaφM , while for any x, y ∈ X and
a, b ∈ M , (xayb)φM = (a, xφ)(b, yφ) = (a(xφ · b), (xy)φ) = (a(xφ · b), xφ)(1, yφ) = (xa(xφ·b)y)φM , showing
that RM ⊆ ker(φM ).
Conversely, suppose u = (x1)a1 · · · (xk)ak , v = (y1)b1 · · · (yl)bl ∈ X
+
M are such that uφM = vφM . For the
remainder of the proof, write ≈ = R♯M . Using relations from R
2
M , we have
u ≈ (x1)ax2 · · · xk = (x1 · · · xk)a and v ≈ (y1)by2 · · · yl = (y1 · · · yl)b for some a, b ∈M .
Since ≈ ⊆ ker(φM ), we have
(a, (x1 · · · xk)φ) = (x1 · · · xk)aφM = uφM = vφM = (y1 · · · yl)bφM = (b, (y1 · · · yl)φ).
It follows that a = b and (x1 · · · xk)φ = (y1 · · · yl)φ. Since ker(φ) = R
♯, it follows that there is a sequence of
words x1 · · · xk = w0, w1, . . . , wr = y1 · · · yl such that, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ r− 1, wi = w
′
iuw
′′
i and wi+1 = w
′
ivw
′′
i
for some w′i, w
′′
i ∈ X
∗ and (u, v) ∈ R. But then we see that (wi)a ≈ (wi+1)a, using either (u, v) ∈ R ⊆ RM
(if w′i is non-empty) or (ua, va) ∈ RM (if w
′
i is empty). But then
u ≈ (x1 · · · xk)a = (w0)a ≈ (w1)a ≈ · · · ≈ (wr)a = (y1 · · · yl)a = (y1 · · · yl)b ≈ v,
completing the proof.
6In all that follows, 1 need not be a two-sided identity of M , but could instead be a distinguished right identity.
7In the case that 1 is a distinguished right identity, we still need to assume that every endomorphism ϕs fixes 1.
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The next result follows immediately from Theorem 3.1
Corollary 3.2. If S is finitely presented and M is finite, then M ⋊ S is finitely presented.
Of course the converse of Corollary 3.2 is not true: for example, the semidirect productM ⋊S of finitely
presented infinite monoids (with a monoidal action of S on M) is finitely presented [58, Corollary 2]. One
might hope to improve Corollary 3.2 by assuming only thatM is finitely presented (rather than the stronger
assumption of being finite). But this is not the case in general, as the following examples show.
Example 3.3. Let N be the additive monoid of natural numbers (including 0), and let S = {x, x2} with
x3 = x2 6= x. It is easy to show that any generating set for the direct product N× S must contain N× {x}.
In particular, N× S is not finitely generated (and, hence, not finitely presented).
Example 3.4. Our second example is a semidirect product that is not direct. Let M = N × N, and
let S = {ε} be a trivial semigroup. Define an action of S on M by ε · (a, b) = (a, a). Since |S| = 1,
we may identify the element ((a, b), ε) of M ⋊ S with (a, b): in this way, the operation on M ⋊ S obeys
(a, b)(c, d) = (a+ c, b+ c). It is again easy to show that any generating set for M ⋊S must contain N×{0}.
(In fact, this example can be viewed as a wreath product ; see Section 3.2 for more details.)
3.2 Wreath products
Let S be a subsemigroup of the full transformation semigroup Tn, and letM be an arbitrary monoid. Then S
has a natural left action on Mn (the direct product of n copies of M) given by
α · (a1, . . . , an) = (a1α, . . . , anα) for α ∈ S and a1, . . . , an ∈M ,
and the identity element (1, . . . , 1) of Mn is clearly fixed by every α ∈ S.8 The resulting semidirect product
Mn ⋊ S is the wreath product of M by S, denoted M ≀ S. Multiplication in M ≀ S obeys the rule
((a1, . . . , an), α)((b1, . . . , bn), β) = ((a1b1α, . . . , anbnα), αβ).
For example, writing ε = ε12 ∈ T2, if M = N and S = {ε}, then M ≀ S is the semigroup from Example 3.4.
When S = Tn, we obtain the full wreath productM ≀ Tn. When S = Singn = Tn \Sn, we obtain the singular
wreath product M ≀ Singn; these singular wreath products are the main focus of this article. If M = {1},
then M ≀ S ∼= S for any S. On the other hand, if S = {1}, where 1 ∈ Tn denotes the identity map, then
M ≀ S ∼=Mn.
There is a useful way to picture an element (a, α) of M ≀ Tn. We draw two parallel rows of vertices,
both labelled 1, . . . , n (and assumed to be increasing from left to right, unless otherwise specified); for each
i ∈ n, we draw an edge between upper vertex i and lower vertex iα; and we decorate upper vertex i with the
monoid element ai, where a = (a1, . . . , an). For example, two elements (a, α), (b, β) ∈ M ≀ T6 are pictured
in Figure 1. To calculate the product (a, α)(b, β) = (a(α · b), αβ) diagrammatically: we first stack (a, α)
above (b, β), identifying lower vertex i of (a, α) with upper vertex i of (b, β) for each i; we then “slide”
the bi decorations up the edges of (a, α) and form the appropriate products ajbi; finally, we straighten
the remaining edges, and remove incomplete edges. An example calculation is also given in Figure 1. By
convention, we will often omit the decoration on upper vertex i of (a, α) if ai = 1.
Since M ≀ S = Mn ⋊ S is a semidirect product, Theorem 3.1 directly leads to a general presentation
for M ≀ S, modulo a presentation 〈X :R〉 for S, but we will not state this explicitly.
The remainder of the article almost exclusively concerns singular wreath products M ≀ Singn. Because
Singn is empty for n ≤ 1, we will assume that n ≥ 2 whenever we make a statement about Singn.
4 Idempotents and generators for M ≀ Singn
In this section, we extend Proposition 2.1 to full wreath products M ≀ Tn and Theorems 2.2 and 2.3
to singular wreath products M ≀ Singn. In particular, we characterise and enumerate the idempotents
ofM ≀ Tn (Lemma 4.1, Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 4.5); we give canonical generators and re-prove Bulman-
Fleming’s [9] necessary and sufficient conditions for M ≀ Singn to be idempotent-generated (Theorem 4.7);
8Note that if 1 is any right identity of M , then (1, . . . , 1) is a right identity of Mn and is still fixed under the action of S;
cf. Footnotes 6 and 7.
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(a, α) =
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
(b, β) =
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6
a1b2 a2b1 a3b3 a4b2 a5b6 a6b6
(a, α)(b, β) =
a1b2 a2b1 a3b3 a4b2 a5b6 a6b6
Figure 1: Elements of M ≀ T6 (top left) and their product (bottom left).
and we give bounds (and exact values in some cases) on the minimal size of (idempotent) generating sets
for M ≀ Singn (Proposition 4.11 and Theorems 4.13 and 4.15).
For i, j ∈ n with i 6= j, and for a ∈ Mn, we define εij;a = (a, εij) ∈ M ≀ Singn. As a special case, for
a, b ∈M , we define
εij;ab = εij;a where a ∈M
n is defined by ak =


a if k = i
b if k = j
1 otherwise.
As a special case of the latter, we define εij;a = εij;1a, for a ∈M . We gather these elements into the sets
Xn = {εij;a : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a ∈M
n},
X2 = {εij;ab : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a, b ∈M},
X1 = {εij;a : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a ∈M}.
As usual, we also identify εij ∈ Singn with εij;1 ∈M ≀ Singn. So we have X ⊆ X1 ⊆ X2 ⊆ Xn. Note that
|X | = 2
(
n
2
)
, |X1| = 2|M | ×
(
n
2
)
, |X2| = 2|M |
2 ×
(
n
2
)
, |Xn| = 2|M |
n ×
(
n
2
)
.
Note also that X1 ⊆ E(M ≀ Singn), as we show in Figure 2 (and also follows from Lemma 4.1 below), but
that elements of X2 need not be idempotent in general.
4.1 Idempotents in M ≀ Tn
We begin with a simple description of the idempotents of M ≀ Tn.
Lemma 4.1. We have E(M ≀ Tn) = {(a, α) ∈M ≀ Tn : α ∈ E(Tn) and aiaiα = ai for all i ∈ n}.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that (a, α)2 = ((a1a1α, . . . , ananα), α
2).
Remark 4.2. If (a, α) ∈ E(M ≀ Tn), then ai ∈ E(M) for all i ∈ im(α), since α ∈ E(Tn) acts as the identity
on im(α).
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i j i1 in−2
εij;a
a
εij;a
a
i j i1 in−2
εij;a
a
=
Figure 2: Diagrammatic proof that εij;a is an idempotent. Vertices are drawn in the order i, j, i1, . . . , in−2,
where n \ {i, j} = {i1, . . . , in−2}.
If M is infinite, then |E(M ≀ Tn)| = |M | = |M ≀ Tn|, since |X1| = |M | and X1 ⊆ E(M ≀ Tn). The next
result calculates the number of idempotents in M ≀ Tn when M is finite.
Proposition 4.3. If M is a finite monoid, then
|E(M ≀ Tn)| =
n∑
k=1
(
n
k
) ∑
e1,...,ek
∈E(M)
(
k∑
i=1
|Mei|
)n−k
.
Proof. To specify an idempotent (a, α) ∈ E(M ≀Tn), we first choose im(α), of size k (say), in
(
n
k
)
ways. Write
im(α) = {j1, . . . , jk}, where j1 < · · · < jk. We then choose idempotents aj1 = e1, . . . , ajk = ek ∈ E(M); see
Remark 4.2. We then choose the preimages j1α
−1, . . . , jkα
−1, of sizes l1+1, . . . , lk+1 (say), in
(
n−k
l1,...,lk
)
ways,
noting that jiα = ji for each i. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and for each q ∈ jiα
−1 \ {ji}, we must choose aq ∈M so
that aqei = aq: i.e., aq ∈Mei. So there are |Mei|
li ways to choose {aq : q ∈ jiα
−1 \ {ji}}. Multiplying and
adding these values, as appropriate, gives
|E(M ≀ Tn)| =
n∑
k=1
(
n
k
) ∑
e1,...,ek
∈E(M)
∑
(l1,...,lk)∈N
k
l1+···+lk=n−k
(
n− k
l1, . . . , lk
) k∏
i=1
|Mei|
li .
The multinomial formula then completes the proof.
Remark 4.4. In the case that M = Tm for some m, Proposition 4.3 specialises to a much simpler version
of [16, Proposition 3.1]; the latter gives a formula for |E(Tm ≀Tn)| that bears more similarity to the displayed
equation in the proof of Proposition 4.3. A formula for |E(M ≀ Singn)| may be obtained from |E(M ≀ Tn)|
by subtracting |E(M)|n (i.e., the k = n term in the sum from Proposition 4.3).
Proposition 4.3 simplifies substantially in the case that the finite monoidM has only a single idempotent;
this occurs precisely when M is a finite group.
Corollary 4.5. If G is a finite group, then |E(G ≀ Tn)| =
n∑
k=1
(
n
k
)
kn−k|G|n−k.
Remark 4.6. In the case that |G| = 1, G ≀ Tn ∼= Tn, and Corollary 4.5 reduces to Proposition 2.1.
4.2 Generation and idempotent-generation in M ≀ Sing
n
The statement and proof of the next result refer to the sets X ⊆ X1 ⊆ X2 ⊆ Xn ⊆ M ≀ Singn defined at
the beginning of Section 4, and to the preorder ≤L and relation L defined (on M) as in Section 2. Recall
that M/L denotes the partially ordered set of all L -classes ofM . We denote by δ the diagonal equivalence
{(i, i) : i ∈ n}. Parts (ii) and (iii) of the next result are contained in [9, Theorems 5.5 and 5.7], but they
are crucial in what follows, and we provide short proofs for convenience. We note that the corresponding
statements from [9] are dual to ours, because we compose maps from left to right. Note also that
M/L is a chain ⇔ the principal left ideals of M form a chain under inclusion
⇔ all finitely generated left ideals of M are principal.
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Theorem 4.7. If M is any monoid, then
(i) M ≀ Singn = 〈Xn〉 = 〈X2〉;
(ii) 〈E(M ≀ Singn)〉 = 〈X1〉 = {(a, α) ∈M ≀ Singn : ai ≤L aj for some (i, j) ∈ ker(α) \ δ}; and
(iii) M ≀ Singn is idempotent-generated if and only if M/L is a chain.
Proof. (i). Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 quickly give M ≀ Singn = 〈Xn〉. To complete the proof of (i), since
X2 ⊆ Xn, it suffices to prove that Xn ⊆ 〈X2〉, so let εij;a ∈ Xn. Relabelling the elements of n if necessary,
we may assume that (i, j) = (1, 2). We show in Figure 3 that ε12;a = ε12;a1,a2ε32;a3,1 · · · εn2;an,1.
(ii). Put Σ = {(a, α) ∈M ≀ Singn : ai ≤L aj for some (i, j) ∈ ker(α) \ δ}. Since X1 ⊆ E(M ≀ Singn), it
suffices to show that:
(a) 〈E(M ≀ Singn)〉 ⊆ Σ, and (b) Σ ⊆ 〈X1〉.
For (a), let (a, α) ∈ 〈E(M ≀Singn)〉. So (a, α) = (b, β)(a, α) = (b(β ·a), βα) for some (b, β) ∈ E(M ≀Singn).
Since β ∈ Singn, we may choose some i ∈ n \ im(β). Put j = iβ, noting also that j = jβ (since β is
an idempotent). Examining the ith coordinate of a = b(β · a) gives ai = biaiβ = biaj ≤L aj . Since
(i, j) ∈ ker(β) ⊆ ker(βα) = ker(α), this completes the proof of (a).
For (b), let (a, α) ∈ Σ. Relabelling the elements of n if necessary, we may assume that (1, 2) ∈ ker(α)
and a1 ≤L a2, so that a1 = xa2 for some x ∈ M . Note that (a, α) = ε12;aα (thinking of α ∈ Singn as an
element of M ≀ Singn). Since Singn = 〈X 〉 ⊆ 〈X1〉, it remains to show that ε12;a ∈ 〈X1〉. As in Part (i), we
have ε12;a = ε12;a1,a2ε32;a3,1 · · · εn2;an,1, and the proof of (b) is complete, after noting that
ε12;a1,a2 = ε21;xε12;a2 and εk2;ak,1 = ε2k;akεk2;1 for all 3 ≤ k ≤ n.
(iii). Suppose first that M/L is a chain. Consider an arbitrary element (a, α) ∈ M ≀ Singn, and choose
any (i, j) ∈ ker(α) \ δ. Then either ai ≤L aj or aj ≤L ai (since M/L is a chain). Part (ii) then gives
(a, α) ∈ 〈E(M ≀ Singn)〉, showing that M ≀ Singn is idempotent-generated. Conversely, suppose M ≀ Singn
is idempotent-generated, and let a, b ∈ M be arbitrary. Then ε12;ab ∈ Σ, by (ii). As we clearly have
ker(ε12) \ δ = {(1, 2), (2, 1)}, it follows that a ≤L b or b ≤L a. This completes the proof of (iii).
Remark 4.8. Recall from Theorem 2.2 that Singn is generated by its idempotents of rank n− 1. Parts (ii)
and (iii) of Theorem 4.7 show that when M ≀ Singn is idempotent-generated (i.e., when M/L is a chain),
it is generated by idempotents whose underlying (idempotent) transformation has rank n− 1. See also [36,
Theorem 4.2] and [37, Theorem 2.1].
The elements of 〈E(M ≀ Tn)〉 were characterised in [9, Theorem 5.6]; the description is a little more
technical than Theorem 4.7(ii). The next result (which was not proved in [9]) characterises the monoids M
for which 〈E(M ≀ Tn)〉 takes on a particularly simple form. For its statement, recall that we write 1 for the
identity element of any monoid (including M ≀ Tn).
Corollary 4.9. For any monoid M , the following are equivalent:
(i) 〈E(M ≀ Tn)〉 = {1} ∪ (M ≀ Singn); and
(ii) M/L is a chain and E(M) = {1}.
Proof. Suppose first that (i) holds. If there was a non-identity idempotent a ∈ E(M) \ {1}, then
((a, 1, . . . , 1), 1) ∈ E(M ≀ Tn) ⊆ {1} ∪ (M ≀ Singn), a contradiction. It follows that E(M) = {1}. Now
suppose a, b ∈M are arbitrary. By assumption, we may write ε12;ab = (a1, α1) · · · (ak, αk) for some idempo-
tents (a1, α1), . . . , (ak, αk) ∈ E(M ≀Tn). If any αi = 1, then Lemma 4.1 and E(M) = {1} gives ai = (1, . . . , 1);
in this case, the factor (ai, αi) is the identity of M ≀ Tn, and so may be cancelled from the product. After
cancelling all such trivial factors, we deduce that ε12;ab ∈ 〈E(M ≀Singn)〉. Since ker(ε12)\ δ = {(1, 2), (2, 1)},
Theorem 4.7(ii) gives a ≤L b or b ≤L a. So M/L is a chain.
Conversely, suppose (ii) holds. First note that {1} ∪ (M ≀ Singn) = {1} ∪ 〈E(M ≀ Singn)〉 ⊆ 〈E(M ≀ Tn)〉,
by Theorem 4.7(iii). To establish the reverse inclusion, suppose (a1, α1), . . . , (ak, αk) ∈ E(M ≀ Tn), and put
(a, α) = (a1, α1) · · · (ak, αk). Again, E(M) = {1} tells us that any factor with αi = 1 is the identity of
M ≀ Tn. If αi = 1 for all i, then (a, α) = 1; otherwise, we cancel all such trivial factors and deduce that
(a, α) ∈ 〈E(M ≀ Singn)〉.
Remark 4.10. If M is a group, then clearly M satisfies the conditions of Corollary 4.9(ii).
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ε12;a
a1 a2 a3 an
=
ε12;a1,a2
a1 a2
ε32;a3,1
a3
εn2;an,1
an
Figure 3: Diagrammatic proof that that ε12;a = ε12;a1,a2ε32;a3,1 · · · εn2;an,1.
4.3 Rank and idempotent rank in M ≀ Sing
n
Recall that the rank (resp., idempotent rank) of a semigroup (resp., idempotent-generated semigroup),
denoted rank(S) (resp., idrank(S)), is the minimum size of a generating set (resp., idempotent generating
set) for S. In this section, we prove a number of results concerning the rank and idempotent rank of
M ≀ Singn.
For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, write ηij for the equivalence relation on n with unique non-trivial equivalence class
{i, j}. In particular, ηij = ker(εij) = ker(εji). For several proofs in this section, recall that a directed
graph Γ with no loops is a tournament if, for every pair of distinct vertices x, y, Γ has exactly one of the
edges (x, y) or (y, x). Note that a tournament on vertex set n has
(
n
2
)
edges if n ≥ 3 (and that there are no
strongly connected tournaments on 2 vertices).
Proposition 4.11. If M is a finite monoid with group of units G, then
(2|M | − |G|)×
(
n
2
)
≤ rank(M ≀ Singn) ≤
{
|M |2 + 1 if n = 2
|M |2 ×
(
n
2
)
if n ≥ 3.
Proof. Put
Λ =
{
{ε12;ab : a, b ∈M} ∪ {ε21;11} if n = 2
{εij;ab : (i, j) ∈ EΓ, a, b ∈M} if n ≥ 3,
where Γ is a strongly connected tournament with vertex set n and edge set EΓ in the n ≥ 3 case. To
establish the stated upper bound, it suffices to show that M ≀ Singn = 〈Λ〉; by Theorem 4.7(i), it is enough
to show that X2 ⊆ 〈Λ〉. With this in mind, let i, j ∈ n with i 6= j, and let a, b ∈ M . We must show that
εij;ab, εji;ab ∈ 〈Λ〉. Without loss of generality, we may assume that εij;ab ∈ Λ (so (i, j) = (1, 2) if n = 2, or
(i, j) ∈ EΓ if n ≥ 3). Note also that εij;ba ∈ Λ. Next, note that Λ ∩ Singn is a generating set for Singn
(regarded as a subsemigroup of M ≀ Singn, as usual), by Theorem 2.3(ii). In particular, εji;11 ∈ 〈Λ〉. But
then εji;ab = εij;baεji;11 ∈ 〈Λ〉, as required.
To establish the stated lower bound, supposeM ≀Singn = 〈Λ〉. Let 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, let a ∈M , and consider
an expression εij;a = (a, α)(a1, α1) · · · (ak, αk), where k ≥ 0 and (a, α), (a1, α1), . . . , (ak, αk) ∈ Λ. Since
εij = αα1 · · ·αk, we see that ker(α) = ηij . Write (b, β) = (a1, α1) · · · (ak, αk), so that εij;a = (a(α · b), αβ).
In particular, examining the ith and jth coordinates of a(α ·b), we see that 1 = aibiα and a = ajbjα = ajbiα.
It follows that ai ∈ G (as M is finite) and a
−1
i = biα, so that a = aja
−1
i . To summarise, Λ contains an
element (a, α) with ker(α) = ηij, ai ∈ G, and aja
−1
i = a. A similar argument (considering a factorisation
of εji;a) shows that Λ contains an element (c, γ) with ker(γ) = ηij , cj ∈ G, and cic
−1
j = a. If a ∈M \G, then
(a, α) 6= (c, γ), or else then a = aja
−1
i = cja
−1
i ∈ G (though might possibly be the case that (a, α) = (c, γ)
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if a ∈ G). In particular, Λ contains at least 2|M \ G| + |G| = 2|M | − |G| elements whose underlying
transformation has kernel ηij. Since this is true for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, it follows that |Λ| ≥ (2|M |−|G|)×
(
n
2
)
.
Since this is true for any generating set, the proof is complete.
Although the next result is a special case of the one immediately following it, it will be convenient to
state and prove it separately.
Proposition 4.12. If G is a finite group, then
rank(G ≀ Singn) = idrank(G ≀ Singn) =
{
2 if n = 2 and |G| = 1
|G| ×
(
n
2
)
otherwise.
Proof. If n = 2 and |G| = 1, then G ≀Singn
∼= Sing2 is a right zero semigroup of size 2, so the result is clear.
For the rest of the proof, suppose at least one of n ≥ 3 or |G| ≥ 2 holds. By Proposition 4.11, the proof will
be complete if we can produce an idempotent generating set for G ≀ Singn of the specified size. With this in
mind, put
Λ =
{
{ε12;a : a ∈ G \ {1}} ∪ {ε21;1} if n = 2
{εij;a : (i, j) ∈ EΓ, a ∈ G} if n ≥ 3,
where Γ is a strongly connected tournament with vertex set n and edge set EΓ in the n ≥ 3 case. Since Λ
has the required size, it suffices to show that X1 ⊆ 〈Λ〉, by Theorem 4.7(ii) and (iii). As in the proof of
Proposition 4.11, we immediately see that 〈Λ〉 contains X if n ≥ 3. We claim that this is also the case for
n = 2. Indeed, if n = 2, then we already have ε21;1 ∈ Λ, while for any a ∈ G \ {1} with a
k = 1 (and k ≥ 1),
we have ε12;1 = (ε12;a,a)
k = (ε21;1ε12;a)
k ∈ 〈Λ〉. So far we have shown that X ⊆ 〈Λ〉. Let i, j ∈ n with
i 6= j, and let a ∈ G \ {1}. The proof will be complete if we can show that εij;a, εji;a ∈ 〈Λ〉. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that εij;a ∈ Λ, which also implies that εij;a−1 ∈ Λ (by definition of Λ). But then
εji;a = εij;a−1εji;1εij;aεji;1 ∈ 〈Λ〉.
The next result extends Proposition 4.12 to the case of an arbitrary finite idempotent-generated singular
wreath product. In parts of its proof, we use some general results of Gray [44] on (idempotent) ranks
of completely 0-simple semigroups; see also [30, 47]. We also make use of Green’s relations, as defined in
Section 2.
Theorem 4.13. If M is a finite monoid with group of units G, and if M/L is a chain, then
rank(M ≀ Singn) =
{
2 if n = 2 and |M | = 1
(2|M | − |G|) ×
(
n
2
)
otherwise,
and
idrank(M ≀ Singn) =
{
2|M | if n = 2 and |G| = 1
(2|M | − |G|) ×
(
n
2
)
otherwise.
Proof. The case in whichM = G is covered in Proposition 4.12, so supposeM 6= G. In particular, |M | ≥ 2.
We break the proof up into three cases.
Case 1. Suppose first that n ≥ 3. Because of Proposition 4.11, the proof will be complete (in this case) if
we can produce an idempotent generating set for M ≀ Singn of size (2|M | − |G|) ×
(
n
2
)
. With this in mind,
let Γ be a strongly connected tournament on vertex set n, and put Λ = Λ1 ∪ Λ2, where
Λ1 = {εij;a : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a ∈M \G} and Λ2 = {εij;a : (i, j) ∈ EΓ, a ∈ G}.
The proof of Proposition 4.12 gives 〈Λ2〉 = G ≀ Singn. Consequently, 〈Λ〉 contains X1, and we are done, by
Theorem 4.7.
Case 2. Next suppose n = 2 and |G| ≥ 2. This time, put Λ = Λ1 ∪ Λ2, where
Λ1 = {ε12;a, ε21;a : a ∈M \G} and Λ2 = {ε12;a : a ∈ G \ {1}} ∪ {ε21;1}.
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Again, the proof of Proposition 4.12 gives 〈Λ2〉 = G ≀ Sing2, and it quickly follows that Λ is an idempotent
generating set of the required size, completing the proof in this case.
Case 3. Finally, suppose n = 2 and |G| = 1, noting that M ≀ Sing2 = X2 = {ε12;ab, ε21;ab : a, b ∈M}. It is
easy to check that for any a ∈M , and for (i, j) = (1, 2) or (2, 1),
Rεij;1a = Rεji;a1 = {εij;1a, εji;a1} and Lεij;1a = Lεij;a1 = {εij;1b, εij;b1 : b ∈M}.
It follows that the set
J = {ε12;ab, ε21;ab : a, b ∈M, 1 ∈ {a, b}}
is a D = J -class of M ≀ Sing2. It is clear that X1 = E(J), so it follows that M ≀ Sing2 = 〈J〉 = 〈E(J)〉. It
then follows from [30, Lemma 3.2] that
rank(M ≀ Sing2) = rank(J
◦) and idrank(M ≀ Sing2) = idrank(J
◦),
where J◦ is the principal factor of J : i.e., the semigroup with underlying set J∪{0} and operation ◦ defined,
for x, y ∈ J ∪ {0}, by
x ◦ y =
{
xy if x, y, xy ∈ J
0 otherwise.
Since M ≀ Sing2 is generated by X1 = E(J), it follows that J
◦ is idempotent-generated. It then follows
from [44, Lemma 2.3] that rank(J◦) is equal to the larger of |J/R| and |J/L |. Write M = {a1, . . . , ak},
where k = |M | and a1 = 1. From the above calculations, we see that the L - and R-classes contained in J
are
L1 = Lε12;11 , L2 = Lε21;11 and R1s = Rε12;1as , Rs1 = Rε12;as1 for each 1 ≤ s ≤ k,
so that |J/R| = 2k − 1 and |J/L | = 2, giving rank(J◦) = 2k − 1. To complete the proof, we need to show
that idrank(J◦) = 2k. To do this, we use some more ideas from [44]. For a subset F ⊆ X1 = E(J), define
a (bipartite) graph ∆F as follows: the vertex set of ∆F is (J/R) ∪ (J/L ), and there is an (undirected)
edge between R ∈ J/R and L ∈ J/L if and only if (R ∩ L) ∩ F 6= ∅. Such a graph ∆F is a subgraph
of ∆E(J), which is pictured in Figure 4. By [44, Lemma 2.5], J
◦ = 〈F 〉 if and only if ∆F is connected.
Since the removal of any edge from ∆E(J) disconnects the graph, it follows that no proper subset F of E(J)
generates J◦. So idrank(J◦) = |E(J)| = 2k, and the proof is complete.
R1k R1,k−1 R12 R11 Rk1Rk−1,1R21
L1 L2
Figure 4: The graph ∆E(J); see the proof of Theorem 4.13 for more details.
Remark 4.14. Theorem 4.13 shows that when M ≀Singn is idempotent-generated, its rank and idempotent
rank are equal unless n = 2 and |G| = 1 6= |M |, in which case the rank and idempotent rank are equal
to 2|M | − 1 and 2|M |, respectively. It would be interesting to calculate exact values for rank(M ≀ Singn) for
various classes of finite monoids M where M/L is not a chain.
We now give some information about the (idempotent) rank of M ≀ Singn for infinite M . A monoid M
has a natural (right) diagonal action on the set M ×M , defined by (a, b) · c = (ac, bc), for all a, b, c ∈ M .
We say this action is finitely generated if there exists a finite subset Ω ⊆M ×M such that Ω ·M =M ×M .
It is easy to check that the diagonal action of an infinite group is never finitely generated.
Theorem 4.15. (i) If M is an infinite monoid, then M ≀ Singn is finitely generated if and only if M is
finitely generated (as a semigroup) and the diagonal action of M on M ×M is finitely generated.
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(ii) If M ≀ Singn is not finitely generated (e.g., if M is an infinite group), then rank(M ≀ Singn) = |M |; if
M/L is also a chain, then idrank(M ≀ Singn) = |M |.
Proof. (i). Suppose first that M ≀ Singn is generated by a finite set Λ = {(as, αs) : 1 ≤ s ≤ k}. For
1 ≤ s ≤ k, write as = (as1, . . . , asn), and put
A = {ast : 1 ≤ s ≤ k, 1 ≤ t ≤ n} and Ω = {(as1, as2) : 1 ≤ s ≤ k},
noting that both sets are finite. Let a ∈ M be arbitrary. Consideration of ε12;a as a product of elements
from Λ shows that a ∈ 〈A〉, giving M = 〈A〉. To show that M ×M is finitely generated as an M -act, let
a, b ∈M be arbitrary, and consider a product
ε12;ab = (as, αs)(as1 , αs1) · · · (asr , αsr) where 1 ≤ s, s1, . . . , sr ≤ k.
From ε12 = αsαs1 · · ·αsr , we deduce ker(αs) = η12. Writing (b, β) = (as1 , αs1) · · · (asr , αsr), and examining
the first and second coordinates of ε12;ab = (as, αs)(b, β) = (as(αs · b), αsβ), we see that
(a, b) = (as1b1αs , as2b2αs) = (as1b1αs , as2b1αs) = (as1, as2) · b1αs ,
showing that M ×M = Ω ·M .
Conversely, suppose M = 〈A〉 and M ×M = Ω ·M for finite sets A ⊆M and Ω ⊆M ×M . Put
Λ = {εij;ab : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, (a, b) ∈ Ω} ∪ {εij;a1 : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a ∈ A}.
Since Λ is finite, the proof of (i) will be complete (by Theorem 4.7(i)) if we can show that 〈Λ〉 contains X2.
So let a, b ∈M , and let i, j ∈ n with i 6= j. Now, (a, b) = (c, d) · f = (cf, df) for some (c, d) ∈ Ω and f ∈M ,
and we may write f = f1 · · · fr for some f1, . . . , fr ∈ A. But then
εij;ab = εij;cdεij;f1 = εij;cdεij;f11 · · · εij;fr1 ∈ 〈Λ〉,
as required.
(ii). This follows from the fact that rank(S) = |S| for any non-finitely generated semigroup S (and the
corresponding statement for idempotent ranks of idempotent-generated semigroups).
Remark 4.16. We have not attempted to give the value (or any estimate) for the rank (or idempotent
rank, if applicable) of M ≀ Singn in the case that M ≀ Singn is infinite but finitely generated. Although the
generating set Λ constructed in the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.15(i) leads to an upper
bound for rank(M ≀Singn), Λ is certainly not of minimal size, in general. It would be interesting to calculate
exact values for the rank (and idempotent rank, if appropriate) of M ≀ Singn for various classes of finitely
generated infinite monoids M with finitely generated diagonal action.
Remark 4.17. Finite generation of the diagonal action plays an important role in [72]. However, the wreath
products studied there are different to those studied here, so Theorem 4.15(i) appears to be independent of
the results from [72]. See also [39,40,71], where diagonal actions are studied in detail, and several interesting
examples discussed.
5 Presentations for M ≀ Singn
We now turn to the main topic of the paper: namely, the task of finding presentations for the singular
wreath products M ≀ Singn. In Section 5.1, we give a presentation in terms of the generating set X2 (see
Theorem 5.2). In Section 5.2, we give a presentation in terms of the idempotent generating set X1 in the
case that M/L is a chain (see Theorem 5.9). Our strategy is to begin with the general presentation for
semidirect products (Theorem 3.1) in order to deduce a presentation forM ≀Singn in terms of the (very large)
generating set Xn (Corollary 5.1), and to then reduce this to the above-mentioned simpler presentations,
using Tietze transformations. Each of the presentations we give in this section extends the presentation for
Singn stated in Theorem 2.4.
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5.1 A presentation for M ≀ Sing
n
Since M ≀ Singn =M
n
⋊ Singn is a semidirect product, Theorem 3.1 allows us to write down a presentation
for M ≀ Singn in terms of the presentation 〈X : R〉 for Singn from Theorem 2.4. In order to state this
presentation (in Corollary 5.1 below), define an alphabet
Xn = {eij;a : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a ∈M
n},
an epimorphism
φn : X
+
n →M ≀ Singn : eij;a 7→ εij;a,
and let Rn be the set of relations (identifying a letter eij ∈ X with eij;(1,...,1) ∈ Xn, as in Section 3)
eij;aeij = eij;a = eji;aeij for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j (R1)n
eij;aekl = ekl;aeij for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k, l (R2)n
eik;aejk = eik;a for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k (R3)n
eij;aeik = eik;aeij = ejk;aeij for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k (R4)n
eki;aeijejk = eik;aekjejieik for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k (R5)n
eki;aeijejkekl = eik;aeklelieijejl for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k, l (R6)n
eij;aekl;b = eij;cekl for a,b ∈M
n and any i, j, k, l, (R7)n
where in (R7)n, c = a(εij · b) = (c1, . . . , cn) satisfies cj = ajbi and ck = akbk for k 6= j. Note that i, j, k, l
are not assumed to be distinct (apart from i 6= j and k 6= l) in (R7)n. As noted above, the next result is a
special case of Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 5.1. The semigroup M ≀ Singn has presentation 〈Xn : Rn〉 via φn.
The presentation 〈Xn : Rn〉 utilises the very large generating set Xn. Consequently, our next goal is to
simplify this presentation to obtain a presentation utilising the considerably smaller generating set X2 ⊆ Xn.
With this in mind, define an alphabet
X2 = {eij;ab : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a, b ∈M},
an epimorphism
φ2 : X
+
2 →M ≀ Singn : eij;ab 7→ εij;ab,
and let R2 be the set of relations
eij;abeij;cd = eij;ac,bc = eji;baeij;dc for a, b, c, d ∈M and distinct i, j (R1)2
eij;abekl;cd = ekl;cdeij;ab for a, b, c, d ∈M and distinct i, j, k, l (R2)2
eik;abejk;1c = eik;ab for a, b, c ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3a)2
eik;abejk;c1 = eki;baeji;c1eik;11 for a, b, c ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3b)2
eik;aaejk;b1 = eik;11ejk;b1eik;a1 for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3c)2
eij;abeik;cd = eik;ac,deij;1,bc = ejk;bc,deij;ac,1 for a, b, c, d ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R4a)2
eij;c,adeik;1,bd = eik;c,bdeij;1,ad = ejk;abeij;cd for a, b, c, d ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R4b)2
ekieijejk = eikekjejieik for distinct i, j, k (R5)2
ekieijejkekl = eikeklelieijejl for distinct i, j, k, l. (R6)2
Note that the labelling of relations is chosen to reflect the labels of the relations from R (as stated in
Section 2), some of which have been split up into separate relations in R2. Note also that in relations (R5)2
and (R6)2, we identify X as a subset of X2 via eij ≡ eij;11; in this way, relations (R5)2 and (R6)2 are really
just (R5) and (R6). Finally, note also that in several relations, we have separated the two monoid subscripts
on a letter from X2 with a comma when at least one of the subscripts involves a product; for example, the
two monoid subscripts on “eij;ac,bc” in relation (R1)2 are the products ac and bc from M . Our goal in this
section is to prove the following.
Theorem 5.2. The semigroup M ≀ Singn has presentation 〈X2 : R2〉 via φ2.
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Remark 5.3. The “eik;ac,deij;1,bc = ejk;bc,deij;ac,1” part of (R4a)2 follows from the “eik;c,bdeij;1,ad = ejk;abeij;cd”
part of (R4b)2, upon making the substitution (a, b, c, d) → (bc, d, ac, 1). Similarly, the “eij;c,adeik;1,bd =
eik;c,bdeij;1,ad” part of (R4b)2 follows from the “eij;abeik;cd = eik;ac,deij;1,bc” part of (R4a)2. As such, we could
replace (R4a)2 and (R4b)2 by just
eij;abeik;cd = eik;ac,deij;1,bc and eik;c,bdeij;1,ad = ejk;abeij;cd.
However, in the calculations that follow, it is convenient to leave both relations as they are.
As noted earlier, we will prove Theorem 5.2 by performing a sequence of Tietze transformations, be-
ginning with the presentation 〈Xn : Rn〉 from Corollary 5.1. We will write ∼n = R
♯
n = ker(φn) for the
congruence on X+n generated by Rn, and we think of X2 as a subset of Xn by identifying eij;ab ∈ X2 with
eij;a ∈ Xn, where a = (a1, . . . , an) satisfies ai = a, aj = b and ak = 1 if k 6∈ {i, j}.
One may check (diagrammatically) that uφn = vφn (in M ≀ Singn) for each relation (u, v) from R2. We
do this for relations (R1)2 and (R3b)2 in Figure 5, and leave the reader to check the rest. In particular, we
may add the relations R2 to the presentation 〈Xn : Rn〉 to obtain 〈Xn : R2 ∪Rn〉.
i j
a b
c d
i j
ac bc
= =
i j
a b
d c
i j k
a b
c
i j k
a b
c
=
Figure 5: Diagrammatic verification of relations (R1)2, left, and (R3b)2, right. Only the relevant parts of
the diagrams have been included, and no ordering on i, j (or i, j, k) is to be implied.
Out next goal is to show that the generators from Xn \X2 may be removed from the presentation. To
do this, we define words Eij;a ∈ X
+
2 , for each i, j ∈ n with i 6= j and each a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈M
n, as follows.
If it happens that ak = 1 for all k ∈ n \ {i, j}, then we simply define Eij;a = eij;aiaj . Otherwise, we first
write n \ {i, j} = {i1, . . . , in−2}, where i1 < · · · < in−2, and define
Eij;a = eij;aiajei1j;ai11 · · · ein−2j;ain−21.
As shown in Figure 3, we have Eij;aφn = εij;a = eij;aφn. In particular, because ∼n = ker(φn), it follows
that eij;a ∼n Eij;a. So we may remove each generator eij;a ∈ Xn \X2 from the presentation 〈Xn : R2 ∪Rn〉,
replacing every occurrence of such a generator in the relations by the word Eij;a ∈ X
+
2 . Since R2 ⊆ X
+
2 ×X
+
2 ,
the only relations modified in this way are those from Rn. We label the relations modified in this way as
Eij;aeij = Eij;a = Eji;aeij for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j (R1)′n
Eij;aekl = Ekl;aeij for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k, l (R2)′n
Eik;aejk = Eik;a for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k (R3)′n
Eij;aeik = Eik;aeij = Ejk;aeij for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k (R4)′n
Eki;aeijejk = Eik;aekjejieik for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k (R5)′n
Eki;aeijejkekl = Eik;aeklelieijejl for a ∈M
n and distinct i, j, k, l (R6)′n
Eij;aEkl;b = Eij;cekl for a,b ∈M
n and any i, j, k, l, (R7)′n
and denote the whole set of relations modified in this way by R′n. So the presentation has now become
〈X2 : R2 ∪R
′
n〉. To complete the proof of Theorem 5.2, it remains to show that the relations R
′
n can be
removed. That is, we need to show that u ∼2 v for each relation (u, v) ∈ R
′
n, where ∼2 = R
♯
2 denotes the
congruence on X+2 generated by R2. We begin this task with some technical results that will be of use on
a number of occasions.
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Lemma 5.4. For any i, j, k, l ∈ n with i 6= j and with j, k, l distinct, and for any a, b, c, d ∈ M , we have
eij;abekj;c1elj;d1 ∼2 eij;abelj;d1ekj;c1.
Proof. We have
eij;abekj;c1elj;d1 ∼2 eij;abekj;11ekj;c1elj;d1 by (R1)2 if k = i, or (R3a)2 if k 6= i
∼2 eij;abekj;ccelj;d1 by (R1)2
∼2 eij;abekj;11elj;d1ekj;c1 by (R3c)2
∼2 eij;abelj;d1ekj;c1 by (R1)2 or (R3a)2.
Corollary 5.5. For any i, j, k1, . . . , kt ∈ n with i 6= j and j, k1, . . . , kt distinct, for any a, b, c1, . . . , ct ∈M ,
and for any permutation pi ∈ St, we have eij;abek1j;c11 · · · ektj;ct1 ∼2 eij;abek1pij;c1pi1 · · · ektpij;ctpi1.
Proof. Consider the subword eksj;cs1eks+1j;cs+11 in the product ek1j;c11 · · · ektj;ct1. The letter immediately
before this subword is elj;uv for some l ∈ n \ {j} and some u, v ∈ M . In particular, Lemma 5.4 gives
elj;uveksj;cs1eks+1j;cs+11 ∼2 elj;uveks+1j;cs+11eksj;cs1. So the result is true if pi is a simple transposition (s, s+1).
Since pi is the product of such simple transpositions, the result follows.
As a special case of the previous result, we may immediately deduce the following.
Corollary 5.6. Let i, j ∈ n with i 6= j, and let a ∈Mn. If j1, . . . , jn−2 is any ordering of n \ {i, j}, then
Eij;a ∼2 eij;aiajej1j;aj11 · · · ajn−2j;ajn−21.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose i, j, k1, . . . , kt ∈ n are distinct, and let a, b, c1, . . . , ct ∈M , where t ≥ 0. Then
eij;abek1j;c11 · · · ektj;ct1 ∼2 eji;baek1i;c11 · · · ekti;ct1eij;11.
Proof. We use induction on t. If t = 0, then the words ek1j;c11 · · · ektj;ct1 and ek1i;c11 · · · ekti;ct1 are empty,
and we have eij;ab ∼ eji;baeij;11, by (R1)2. If t ≥ 1, then
eij;abek1j;c11 · · · ekt−1j;ct−11ektj;ct1 ∼2 eji;baek1i;c11 · · · ekt−1i;ct−11eij;11ektj;ct1 by an induction hypothesis
∼2 eji;baek1i;c11 · · · ekt−1i;ct−11eji;11ekti;ct1eij;11 by (R3b)2
∼2 eji;baek1i;c11 · · · ekt−1i;ct−11ekti;ct1eij;11 by (R3a)2 if t ≥ 2, or (R1)2 if t = 1.
Lemma 5.8. Let i, j, k ∈ n with i 6= j and k 6= j, and let a, b, c, d ∈M . Then
(i) eij;abekj;cd ∼2 eij;abekj;c1;
(ii) eij;abekj;c1ekj;d1 ∼2 eij;abekj;cd,1.
Proof. (i). We have eij;abekj;cd ∼2 eij;abekj;11ekj;cd ∼2 eij;abekj;cc ∼2 eij;abekj;11ekj;c1 ∼2 eij;abekj;c1, us-
ing (R1)2 in each step and also (R3a)2 in the first and last.
(ii). Here we have eij;abekj;c1ekj;d1 ∼2 eij;abekj;cd,d ∼2 eij;abekj;cd,1, by (R1)2 and Part (i).
Proof of Theorem 5.2. It remains to show that the relations from R2 imply those from R
′
n. The relations
from R′n all involve at least one word of the form Eij;a. Recall that if ak = 1 for all k ∈ n \ {i, j}, the word
Eij;a is simply defined to be eij;aiaj . But in this case, if n\{i, j} = {i1, . . . , in−2}, with i1 < · · · < in−2, then
Eij;a = eij;aiaj ∼2 eij;aiajei1j;11 · · · ein−2j;11 = eij;aiajei1j;ai11 · · · ein−2j;ain−21,
by (R3a)2. So, for uniformity, it will be convenient to assume that Eij;a is always given by the longer
expression. We now consider the relations from R′n one by one.
(R1)′
n
: Here we have Eij;a = eij;aiajei1j;ai11 · · · ein−2j;ain−21 ∼2 eij;aiajei1j;ai11 · · · ein−2j;ain−21eij;11 = Eij;aeij ,
by (R3a)2, and Eij;a = eij;aiajei1j;ai11 · · · ein−2j;ain−21 ∼2 eji;ajaiei1i;ai11 · · · ein−2i;ain−21eij;11 = Eji;aeij , by
Lemma 5.7.
Now that we know (R1)′n holds (modulo R2), we can quickly derive (R3)
′
n, (R5)
′
n and (R6)
′
n.
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(R3)′
n
: Here we have Eik:aejk ∼2 Eik:aeikejk ∼ Eik:aeik ∼ Eik:a, using (R1)
′
n and (R3a)2.
(R5)′
n
: Here we have Eki;aeijejk ∼2 Eki;aekieijejk ∼2 Eki;aeikekjejieik ∼2 Eik;aekjejieik, by (R1)
′
n and (R5)2.
(R6)′
n
: This is almost identical to (R5)′n.
(R2)′
n
: Relabelling the elements of n if necessary, and using Corollary 5.6, it suffices to assume that
(i, j, k, l) = (1, 2, 3, 4), and to show that E12;ae34 ∼2 E34;ae12. Here we have
E12;ae34 = e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 · e34;11
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41e34;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R2)2
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41e34;11e14;11e14;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R3a)2
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e34;1a4e32;11e14;11e14;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R4b)2
∼2 e12;a1a2e34;a3a4e32;11e32;11e14;11e14;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R4a)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e12;a1a2e32;11e32;11e14;11e14;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R2)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e12;a1a2e14;11e14;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R3a)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e12;1a2e14;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R4a)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21e12;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R4a)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21e12;11 · e42;11 · e52;a51 · · · en2;an1 by (R3a)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21e12;11 · e24;11 · e54;a51 · · · en4;an1 · e42;11 by Lemma 5.7
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21e34;11e12;11 · e24;11 · e54;a51 · · · en4;an1 · e42;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21e12;11e34;11 · e24;11 · e54;a51 · · · en4;an1 · e42;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21e12;11e34;11 · e54;a51 · · · en4;an1 · e42;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21e34;11e12;11 · e54;a51 · · · en4;an1 · e42;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21e12;11 · e54;a51 · · · en4;an1 · e42;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21 · e54;a51 · · · en4;an1 · e12;11e42;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e34;a3a4e14;a11e24;a21 · e54;a51 · · · en4;an1 · e12;11 = E34;ae12 by (R3a)2.
(R4)′
n
: As in the previous calculation, we may assume (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3). First,
E12;ae13 = e12;a1a2e32;a31 · e42;a41 · · · en2;an1 · e13;11
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e13;11 · e42;a41 · · · en2;an1 by (R2)2
∼2 e12;a1a2e13;1a3e12;11 · e42;a41 · · · en2;an1 by (R4b)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e12;1a2e12;11 · e42;a41 · · · en2;an1 by (R4a)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e13;11e21;a21e12;11 · e42;a41 · · · en2;an1 by (R1)2 twice
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e21;11e12;11 · e42;a41 · · · en2;an1 by (R4b)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e12;11 · e42;a41 · · · en2;an1 by (R1)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e12;11 · e32;11 · e42;a41 · · · en2;an1 by (R3a)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e12;11 · e23;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e32;11 by Lemma 5.7
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e43;11e12;11 · e23;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e32;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e12;11e43;11 · e23;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e32;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e12;11e43;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e32;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e43;11e12;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e32;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e12;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e32;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e12;11e32;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e12;11 = E13;ae12 by (R3a)2,
establishing the first part of (R4)′n. For the second part,
E13;ae12 = e13;a1a3e23;a21 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e12;11
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∼2 e13;a1a3e23;a21e12;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 by (R2)2
∼2 e13;a1a3e12;1a2e13;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 by (R4b)2
∼2 e23;a2a3e12;a11e13;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 by (R4b)2
∼2 e23;a2a3e13;a11e12;11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 by (R4a)2
∼2 e23;a2a3e13;a11 · e43;a41 · · · en3;an1 · e12;11 = E23;ae12 by (R2)2.
(R7)′
n
: Here we may assume that (i, j) = (1, 2), but (because i, j, k, l are not necessarily distinct), we need
to consider several possibilities for the values of k, l:
(i) (k, l) = (1, 2);
(ii) (k, l) = (2, 1);
(iii) (k, l) = (1, 3);
(iv) (k, l) = (3, 1);
(v) (k, l) = (3, 2);
(vi) (k, l) = (2, 3);
(vii) (k, l) = (3, 4).
In each case, we have c = (c1, . . . , cn) = a(ε12 · b) = (a1b1, a2b1, a3b3, . . . , anbn). In Case (i), we have
E12;aE12;b = e12;a1a2e32;a31 · · · en2;an1e12;b1b2e32;b31 · · · en2;bn1
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31 · · · en2;an1e12;b11e32;b31 · · · en2;bn1 by Lemma 5.8(i)
∼2 e12;a1a2e12;b11(e32;a31e32;b31) · · · (en2;an1en2;bn1) by Corollary 5.5, repeatedly
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e32;a3b3,1 · · · en2;anbn,1 by (R1)2 and Lemma 5.8(ii)
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e32;a3b3,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e12;11 = E12;ce12 by (R3a)2.
For Case (ii), we use (R1)′n, Case (i) of (R7)
′
n, and (R1)2:
E12;aE21;b ∼2 E12;aE12;be21 ∼2 E12;ce12e21 ∼2 E12;ce21.
In Case (iii), we have
E12;aE13;b = e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e13;b1b3e23;b21e43;b41 · · · en3;bn1
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e13;b1b3e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e23;b21e43;b41 · · · en3;bn1 by (R2)2
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e13;b1b3e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e32;1b2e42;b41 · · · en2;bn1e23;11 by Lemma 5.7
∼2 e12;a1a2e12;b1b3e13;1,a3b3e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e32;1b2e42;b41 · · · en2;bn1e23;11 by (R4b)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e13;1,a3b3e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e32;1b2e42;b41 · · · en2;bn1e23;11 by (R1)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e13;1,a3b3e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e42;b41 · · · en2;bn1e23;11 by (R3a)2 unless n = 3 (∗)
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e42;b41 · · · en2;bn1e13;1,a3b3e23;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1(e42;a41e42;b41) · · · (en2;an1en2;bn1)e13;1,a3b3e23;11 by Corollary 5.5
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e42;a4b4,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e13;1,a3b3e23;11 by Lemma 5.8(ii)
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e42;a4b4,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e12;11e13;1,a3b3e23;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e42;a4b4,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e32;a3b3,1e13;11e23;11 by (R4b)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e32;a3b3,1e42;a4b4,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e13;11 = E12;ce13 by Corollary 5.5 and (R3a)2.
Note that at the step labelled (∗), relation (R3a)2 does not apply if n = 3, since then the word e42;a41 · · · en2;an1
is empty. However, this step can still be accomplished, albeit by using more relations:
e12;a1b1,a2b1e13;1,a3b3e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e32;1b2 = e12;a1b1,a2b1e13;1,a3b3e32;1b2
∼2 e13;a1b1,a3b3e12;1,a2b1e32;1b2 by (R4a)2
∼2 e13;a1b1,a3b3e12;1,a2b1 by (R3a)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e13;1,a3b3 by (R4a)2
= e12;a1b1,a2b1e13;1,a3b3e42;a41 · · · en2;an1.
Again, we may deduce Case (iv) from Case (iii), together with (R1)′n and (R1)2:
E12;aE31;b ∼2 E12;aE13;be31 ∼2 E12;ce13e31 ∼2 E12;ce31.
In Case (v), we have
E12;aE32;b = e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e32;b3b2e12;b11e42;b41 · · · en2;bn1
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∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41 · · · en2;an1e32;b31e12;b11e42;b41 · · · en2;bn1 by Lemma 5.8(i)
∼2 e12;a1a2e12;b11(e32;a31e32;b31)(e42;a41e42;b41) · · · (en2;an1en2;bn1) by Corollary 5.5
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e32;a3b3,1e42;a4b4,1 · · · en2;anbn,1 by (R1)2 and Lemma 5.8(ii)
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e32;a3b3,1e42;a4b4,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e32;11 = E12;ce32 by (R3a)2.
Case (vi) follows quickly from Case (v), (R1)′n and (R1)2. Finally, for Case (vii), we first observe that for
any u, v, x, y ∈M ,
e12;uve32;x1e42;y1e34;11 ∼2 e12;uve32;x1e32;11e34;1y by (R4b)2
∼2 e12;uve32;x1e34;1y by (R1)2
∼2 e12;uve34;xye32;11 by (R4a)2
∼2 e34;xye12;uve32;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e34;xye12;uv by (R3a)2
∼2 e12;uve34;xy by (R2)2.
We then calculate
E12;aE34;b = e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e34;b3b4e14;b11e24;b21e54;b51 · · · en4;bn1
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41e34;b3b4e14;b11e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e24;b21e54;b51 · · · en4;bn1 by (R2)2
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e42;a41e34;b3b4e14;b11e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e42;1b2e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by Lemma 5.7
∼2 e12;a1a2e32;a31e34;b3,a4b4e32;1b4e14;b11e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e42;1b2e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R4b)2
∼2 e12;a1a2e34;a3b3,a4b4e32;1,b3e14;b11e32;1b4e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e42;1b2e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R2)2 and (R4a)2
∼2 e34;a3b3,a4b4e12;a1a2e32;1,b3e14;b11e32;1b4e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e42;1b2e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e34;a3b3,a4b4e12;a1a2e14;b11e32;1b4e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e42;1b2e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e34;a3b3,a4b4e14;a1b1,1e12;1,a2b1e32;1b4e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e42;1b2e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R4a)2
∼2 e34;a3b3,a4b4e14;a1b1,1e12;1,a2b1e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R3a)2 twice
∼2 e34;a3b3,a4b4e12;a1b1,a2b1e14;11e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R4a)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e34;a3b3,a4b4e14;11e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e34;a3b3,a4b4e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R3a)2
∼2 e34;a3b3,a4b4e12;a1b1,a2b1e52;a51 · · · en2;an1e52;b51 · · · en2;bn1e24;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e34;a3b3,a4b4e12;a1b1,a2b1(e52;a51e52;b51) · · · (en2;an1en2;bn1)e24;11 by Corollary 5.5
∼2 e34;a3b3,a4b4e12;a1b1,a2b1e52;a5b5,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e24;11 by Lemma 5.8(ii)
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e52;a5b5,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e34;a3b3,a4b4e24;11 by (R2)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e52;a5b5,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e34;a3b3,a4b4 by (R3a)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e34;a3b3,a4b4e52;a5b5,1 · · · en2;anbn,1 by (R2)2
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e32;a3b3,1e42;a4b4,1e34;11e52;a5b5,1 · · · en2;anbn,1 by the observation
∼2 e12;a1b1,a2b1e32;a3b3,1e42;a4b4,1e52;a5b5,1 · · · en2;anbn,1e34;11 = E12;ce34 by (R2)2.
We have finally shown that all the relations from R′n may be removed, and the proof is therefore complete.
5.2 An idempotent-generated presentation for M ≀ Sing
n
with M/L a chain
For the duration of this section, we fix a monoid M for which M/L is a chain. Recall from Theorem 4.7
that, for such a monoid M , the singular wreath product M ≀ Singn is generated by its idempotents: indeed,
by the idempotents from the set X1. It is therefore our goal in this section to obtain a presentation (see
Theorem 5.9) for M ≀ Singn in terms of the idempotent generating set X1. In the special case that M is a
group, some of the relations take on a simpler form (see Theorem 5.12).
With the stated goal in mind, define an alphabet
X1 = {eij;a : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a ∈M},
an epimorphism
φ1 : X
+
1 →M ≀ Singn : eij;a 7→ εij;a,
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and let R1 be the set of relations
eij;aeij;b = eij;a for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j (R1a)1
eij;1eji;aeij;b = eji;1eij;ab for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j (R1b)1
eji;aeij;c = eji;beij;c for a, b, c ∈M and distinct i, j with ac = bc (R1c)1
eij;beji;ceij;1 = eji;aeij;bc for a, b, c ∈M and distinct i, j with abc = c (R1d)1
eji;1eij;1 = eij;1 for distinct i, j (R1e)1
eij;aekl;b = ekl;beij;a for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j, k, l (R2)1
eik;aejk;b = eik;a for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3a)1
eij;1ejk;aekj;1 = eji;1eik;aeki;1eij;1 for a ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3b)1
eij;1eji;aeik;b = eji;1eik;bekj;aejk;1 for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3c)1
eij;beik;ab = eik;abeij;b = ejk;aeij;b for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R4)1
ekieijejk = eikekjejieik for distinct i, j, k (R5)1
ekieijejkekl = eikeklelieijejl for distinct i, j, k, l. (R6)1
Again, we have identified X with a subset of X1 in relations (R5)1 and (R6)1. It is important to note that
some relations (such as (R1b)1) involve a letter of the form eij;ab from X1, where “ab” denotes a single
subscript (the product of a and b in M): in particular, eij;ab does not represent the letter from X2 where a
and b are separate subscripts. In order to avoid any potential confusion, we will write all letters from X2
as eij;a,b (not just those for which the monoid subscripts are expressed as products) for the duration of this
section. We may now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.9. If M/L is a chain, then the semigroup M ≀ Singn has presentation 〈X1 : R1〉 via φ1.
To prove Theorem 5.9, we begin with the presentation 〈X2 : R2〉 from Theorem 5.2. Again, we think
of X1 as a subset of X2 by identifying eij;a ∈ X1 with eij;1,a ∈ X2. Since uφ2 = vφ2 for all (u, v) ∈ R1, as may
easily be checked diagrammatically, we may add relations R1 to the presentation to obtain 〈X2 : R1 ∪R2〉.
Now write ∼1 = R
♯
1 for the congruence on X
+
1 generated by R1.
Since M/L is a chain, we may fix some subset Ω ⊆ M ×M such that the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) for all a, b ∈M , Ω contains exactly one of (a, b) or (b, a); and
(ii) for all (a, b) ∈ Ω, a ≤L b.
Note that Ω (regarded as a binary relation) is reflexive and anti-symmetric, but need not be transitive
(though Ω could be chosen to have this additional property, in which case Ω would then be a total order
on M that refines the preorder ≤L ). For each (a, b) ∈ Ω, we choose some xab ∈M such that a = xabb. For
each i, j ∈ n with i 6= j, and for each a, b ∈M , we define the word
Eij;ab =
{
eji;xabeij;b if (a, b) ∈ Ω
eij;xbaeji;aeij;1 if (a, b) 6∈ Ω.
(Since there is no chance of confusion, we will not generally need to write Eij;a,b for these words.) We begin
with a simple lemma.
Lemma 5.10. Let i, j ∈ n with i 6= j, and let a, b ∈M . Then
(i) Eij;abφ2 = eij;a,bφ2;
(ii) Eij;ab ∼1 eji;xeij;b for any x ∈M with a = xb;
(iii) Eij;ab ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;1 for any x ∈M with b = xa;
(iv) Eij;1a ∼1 eij;a.
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Proof. (i). This is easily checked diagrammatically.
(ii). We must consider two cases. If (a, b) ∈ Ω, then (R1c)1 gives Eij;ab = eji;xabeij;b ∼1 eji;xeij;b, since
xb = a = xabb. If (a, b) 6∈ Ω, then (b, a) ∈ Ω, b = xbaa and a = xb = xxbaa, so (R1d)1 gives Eij;ab =
eij;xbaeji;aeij;1 ∼1 eji;xeij;xbaa = eji;xeij;b.
(iii). If (a, b) ∈ Ω, then a = xabb = xabxa, and (R1d)1 gives Eij;ab = eji;xabeij;b = eji;xabeij;xa ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;1.
If (a, b) 6∈ Ω, then (R1c)1 gives Eij;ab = eij;xbaeji;aeij;1 ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;1.
(iv). We have Eij;1a ∼1 eij;aeji;1eij;1 ∼1 eij;aeij;1 ∼1 eij;a, using Part (iii) and then (R1e)1 and (R1a)1.
By Lemma 5.10(i) and Theorem 5.2, it follows that eij;a,b ∼2 Eij;ab for each i, j, a, b, so we may remove
each generator eij;a,b ∈ X2 \X1 from the presentation 〈X2 : R1 ∪R2〉, replacing every occurence of such a
generator in the relations by the word Eij;ab ∈ X
+
1 . The only relations that are affected in this way are those
from R2, excluding (R5)2 and (R6)2, which are just (R5)1 and (R6)1. We denote the relations modified in
this way by:
Eij;abEij;cd = Eij;ac,bc = Eji;baEij;dc for a, b, c, d ∈M and distinct i, j (R1)
′
2
Eij;abEkl;cd = Ekl;cdEij;ab for a, b, c, d ∈M and distinct i, j, k, l (R2)
′
2
Eik;abEjk;1c = Eik;ab for a, b, c ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3a)
′
2
Eik;abEjk;c1 = Eki;baEji;c1Eik;11 for a, b, c ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3b)
′
2
Eik;aaEjk;b1 = Eik;11Ejk;b1Eik;a1 for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R3c)
′
2
Eij;abEik;cd = Eik;ac,dEij;1,bc = Ejk;bc,dEij;ac,1 for a, b, c, d ∈M and distinct i, j, k (R4a)
′
2
Eij;c,adEik;1,bd = Eik;c,bdEij;1,ad = Ejk;abEij;cd for a, b, c, d ∈M and distinct i, j, k, (R4b)
′
2
and denote the whole set of relations modified in this way by R′2. So the presentation has now become
〈X1 : R1 ∪R
′
2〉, and we must show that the relations from R
′
2 may be removed.
We now pause to prove a technical lemma that will be useful on a number of occasions. For its proof,
and for many calculations in this section, we observe that the first part of (R4)1 implies
eij;aeik;b ∼1 eik;beij;a for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j, k,
since we either have a = xb or b = xa for some x ∈M , as M/L is a chain.
Lemma 5.11. Let i, j, k ∈ n be distinct, and let a, b, c, d ∈M . Then
(i) ejk;aekj;beki;ceik;d ∼1 ejk;aekj;bdeki;cdeik;1;
(ii) eki;1eik;beij;ab ∼1 eik;1eij;aeji;beij;1;
(iii) eki;1eik;abeij;b ∼1 eik;1eji;aeij;b;
(iv) eki;aeik;ceij;d ∼1 eji;beik;ceij;d if ac = bd.
Proof. (i). We have
ejk;aekj;beki;ceik;d ∼1 ejk;aeki;cekj;beik;d by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;aeik;1eki;ceik;deij;bd by (R3a)1 and (R4)1
∼1 ejk;aeki;1eik;cdeij;bd by (R1b)1
∼1 ejk;aeik;1eki;cdeik;1eij;bd by (R1b)1
∼1 ejk;aeki;cdeik;1eij;bd by (R3a)1
∼1 ejk;aeki;cdekj;bdeik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;aekj;bdeki;cdeik;1 by (R4)1.
(ii). We have
eik;1eij;aeji;beij;1 ∼1 ekj;aeik;1eji;beij;1 by (R4)1
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∼1 ekj;aeji;bejk;beij;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;aejk;beji;beij;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;aeki;1ejk;beij;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eki;1ekj;aeij;1eik;b by (R4)1 twice
∼1 eki;1ekj;aeik;b by (R3a)1
∼1 eki;1eik;beij;ab by (R4)1.
(iii). We have eki;1eik;abeij;b ∼1 eki;1ejk;aeij;b ∼1 ejk;aeji;aeij;b ∼1 eik;1eji;aeij;b, by three applications of (R4)1.
(iv). We must consider two cases. If c = xd for some x ∈M , then
eki;aeik;ceij;d = eki;aeik;xdeij;d ∼1 eki;aejk;xeij;d by (R4)1
∼1 eji;axejk;xeij;d by (R4)1
∼1 eji;axeik;xdeij;d by (R4)1
∼1 eji;axeij;deik;xd by (R4)1
∼1 eji;beij;deik;c by (R1c)1, as axd = ac = bd and xd = c
∼1 eji;beik;ceij;d by (R4)1
while if d = yc for some y ∈M , then
eji;beik;ceij;d = eji;beik;ceij;yc ∼1 eji;beij;yceik;c by (R4)1
∼1 eji;bekj;yeik;c by (R4)1
∼1 eki;byekj;yeik;c by (R4)1
∼1 eki;byeij;yceik;c by (R4)1
∼1 eki;byeik;ceij;yc by (R4)1
∼1 eki;aeik;ceij;d by (R1c)1, as byc = bd = ac and yc = d.
We now have all we need to begin the proof of the main result of this section.
Proof of Theorem 5.9. We consider the relations from R′2 one at a time; each splits into several cases,
depending on the relationship between the monoid subscripts in the ≤L order.
(R1)′
2
: There are four cases to consider:
(i) a ≤L b and c ≤L d;
(ii) a ≤L b and d ≤L c;
(iii) b ≤L a and c ≤L d;
(iv) b ≤L a and d ≤L c.
In Case (i), writing a = xb and c = yd, we have
Eij;abEij;cd ∼1 eji;xeij;beji;yeij;d by Lemma 5.10(ii)
∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;beij;1eji;yeij;d by (R1a)1 twice
∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;beji;1eij;c by (R1b)1, noting that c = yd
∼1 eji;xeij;1eji;beij;c by (R1b)1
∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;bc by (R1b)1
∼1 eji;xeij;bc by (R1a)1
∼1 Eij;ac,bc by Lemma 5.10(ii), noting that xbc = ac,
while
Eji;baEij;dc ∼1 eji;xeij;beji;1eij;yeji;deij;1 by Lemma 5.10(iii)
∼1 eji;xeij;beij;1eji;ceij;1 by (R1b)1, noting that c = yd
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∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;beji;ceij;1 by (R1a)1 twice
∼1 eji;xeij;1eji;bceij;1 by (R1b)1
∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;bc by (R1b)1
∼1 eji;xeij;bc by (R1a)1
∼1 Eij;ac,bc by Lemma 5.10(ii).
In Case (ii), writing a = xb and d = yc, we have
Eij;abEij;cd ∼1 eji;xeij;beij;yeji;ceij;1 by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;beji;ceij;1 by (R1a)1 twice
∼1 eji;xeij;1eji;bceij;1 by (R1b)1
∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;bc by (R1b)1
∼1 eji;xeij;bc, by (R1a)1
∼1 Eij;ac,bc by Lemma 5.10(ii),
while
Eji;baEij;dc ∼1 eji;xeij;beji;1eji;yeij;c by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;beji;1eij;c by (R1a)1 twice
∼1 eji;xeji;1eij;bc by (R1b)1 twice
∼1 eji;xeij;bc by (R1a)1
∼1 Eij;ac,bc by Lemma 5.10(ii).
In Case (iii), writing b = xa and c = yd, we have
Eij;abEij;cd ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;1eji;yeij;d by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 eij;xeij;1eji;aeij;1eji;yeij;d by (R1a)1
∼1 eij;xeji;1eij;ayd by (R1b)1 three times,
while
Eij;ac,bc ∼1 eij;xeji;aceij;1 by Lemma 5.10(iii)
∼1 eij;xeij;1eji;aceij;1 by (R1a)1
∼1 eij;xeji;1eij;ayd by (R1b)1 and c = yd,
and
Eji;baEij;dc ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;yeji;deij;1 by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 eij;xeij;1eji;aeij;yeji;deij;1 by (R1a)1
∼1 eij;xeji;1eij;ayd by (R1b)1 three times.
In Case (iv), writing b = xa and d = yc, we have
Eij;abEij;cd ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;1eij;yeji;ceij;1 by Lemma 5.10(iii)
∼1 eij;xeij;1eji;aeij;1eji;ceij;1 by (R1a)1 twice
∼1 eij;xeji;1eij;ac by (R1b)1 three times,
while
Eij;ac,bc ∼1 eij;xeji;aceij;1 by Lemma 5.10(iii)
∼1 eij;xeij;1eji;aceij;1 by (R1a)1
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∼1 eij;xeji;1eij;ac by (R1b)1,
and
Eji;baEij;dc ∼1 eij;xeji;aeji;yeij;c by Lemma 5.10(ii)
∼1 eij;xeij;1eji;aeij;c by (R1a)1 twice
∼1 eij;xeji;1eij;ac by (R1b)1.
(R2)′
2
: This relation follows immediately from (R2)1.
(R3a)′
2
: If a = xb, then Lemma 5.10 and (R3a)1 give Eik;abEjk;1c ∼1 eki;xeik;bejk;c ∼1 eki;xeik;b ∼1 Eik;ab.
An almost identical calculation deals with the case in which b = xa.
(R3b)′
2
: If a = xb, then
Eki;baEji;c1Eik;11 ∼1 eki;xeik;beki;1eij;ceji;1eik;1 by Lemma 5.10(ii), (iii) and (iv)
∼1 eki;xeik;beik;1ekj;cejk;1 by (R3b)1
∼1 eki;xeik;bekj;cejk;1 by (R1a)1
∼1 Eik;abEjk;c1 by Lemma 5.10(ii).
If b = xa, then
Eik;abEjk;c1 ∼1 eik;xeki;aeik;1ekj;cejk;1 by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 eik;xeki;aeki;1eij;ceji;1eik;1 by (R3b)1
∼1 eik;xeki;aeij;ceji;1eik;1 by (R1a)1
∼1 Eki;baEji;c1Eik;11 by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iv).
(R3c)′
2
: Here we have
Eik;aaEjk;b1 ∼1 eki;1eik;aekj;bejk;1 by Lemma 5.10(ii)
∼1 eik;1ekj;beji;aeij;1ejk;1 by (R3c)1
∼1 eik;1ekj;bekj;1eji;aeij;1ejk;1 by (R1a)1
∼1 eik;1ekj;bejk;1eki;aeik;1ekj;1ejk;1 by (R3b)1
∼1 eik;1ekj;bejk;1eki;aeik;1ejk;1 by (R1e)1
∼1 eik;1ekj;bejk;1eki;aeik;1 by (R3a)1
∼1 Eik;11Ejk;b1Eik;a1 by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iv).
(R4a)′
2
: As explained in Remark 5.3, we only need to show that Eij;abEik;cd ∼1 Eik;ac,dEij;1,bc. However,
to do this, we must consider six cases:
(i) a ≤L b and c ≤L d;
(ii) b ≤L a and c ≤L d;
(iii) a ≤L b and d ≤L ac;
(iv) b ≤L a and d ≤L ac;
(v) a ≤L b and ac ≤L d ≤L c;
(vi) b ≤L a and ac ≤L d ≤L c.
(Note that ac ≤L d in Cases (i) and (ii), and that d ≤L c in Cases (iii) and (iv).) For Cases (i) and (ii),
write c = yd, and note that ac = (ay)d, so that
Eik;ac,dEij;1,bc ∼ eki;ayeik;deij;bc by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iv)
= eki;ayeik;deij;byd
∼ eki;ayekj;byeik;d by (R4)1.
In Case (i), writing a = xb, we have
Eij;abEik;cd ∼1 eji;xeij;beki;yeik;d by Lemma 5.10(ii)
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∼1 eji;xeki;yekj;byeik;d by (R4)1
∼1 eji;xekj;byeik;d by (R3a)1
∼1 eki;ayekj;byeik;d by (R4)1, noting that xby = ay.
In Case (ii), writing b = xa, we have
Eij;abEik;cd ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;1eki;yeik;d by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 eij;xeji;aeki;yekj;yeik;d by (R4)1
∼1 eij;xeji;aekj;yeik;d by (R3a)1
∼1 eij;xeki;ayekj;yeik;d by (R4)1
∼1 eki;ayekj;byekj;yeik;d by (R4)1, noting that xay = by
∼1 eki;ayekj;byeik;d by (R1a)1.
For Case (iii), write a = xb and d = zac. Then
Eij;abEik;cd ∼1 eji;xeij;beik;zaeki;ceik;1 by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
= eji;xeij;beik;zxbeki;ceik;1
∼1 eji;xejk;zxeij;beki;ceik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;zxeji;xeki;cekj;bceik;1 by (R4)1 twice
∼1 ejk;zxeji;xekj;bceik;1 by (R3a)1
∼1 eji;xejk;zxeik;1eij;bc by (R4)1 twice,
and
Eik;ac,dEij;1,bc ∼ eik;zeki;aceik;1eij;bc by Lemma 5.10(iii) and (iv)
∼ eik;zeki;xbcekj;bceik;1 by (R4)1 and a = xb
∼ eik;zeji;xekj;bceik;1 by (R4)1
∼ eji;xejk;zxeik;1eij;bc by (R4)1 twice.
For Case (iv), write b = xa and d = zac. Then
Eij;abEik;cd ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;1eik;zaeki;ceik;1 by Lemma 5.10(iii)
∼1 eij;xeji;aejk;zaeij;1eki;ceik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eij;xejk;zaeji;aeki;cekj;ceik;1 by (R4)1 twice
∼1 eij;xejk;zaeji;aekj;ceik;1 by (R3a)1
∼1 eij;xejk;zaeki;acekj;ceik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eij;xekj;1ejk;zaekj;ceki;aceik;1 by (R3a)1 and (R4)1
∼1 eij;xejk;1ekj;zaceki;aceik;1 by (R1b)1
∼1 eij;xekj;1eik;zeki;aceik;1 by Lemma 5.11(iii)
∼1 eij;xeik;zeki;aceik;1 by (R3a)1,
and
Eik;ac,dEij;1,bc ∼ eik;zeki;aceik;1eij;bc by Lemma 5.10(iii) and (iv)
∼ eik;zeki;acekj;xaceik;1 by (R4)1 and b = xa
∼ eik;zeij;xeki;aceik;1 by (R4)1
∼ eij;xeik;zeki;aceik;1 by (R4)1.
For Case (v), write a = xb, d = yc and ac = zd. Then
Eij;abEik;cd ∼1 eji;xeij;beik;yeki;ceik;1 by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
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∼1 eji;xeik;yeij;beki;ceik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eji;xeik;yeki;cekj;bceik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eji;xeki;1eik;yeki;ceik;1eij;bc by (R3a)1 and (R4)1
∼1 eji;xeik;1eki;deik;1eij;bc by (R1b)1 and d = yc
∼1 eji;xeki;1eik;deij;bc by (R1b)1
∼1 eji;xeik;deij;bc by (R3a)1
∼1 eki;zeik;deij;bc by Lemma 5.11(iv), as zd = ac = xbc
∼1 Eik;ac,dEij;1,bc by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iv).
For Case (vi), write b = xa, d = yc and ac = zd. Then
Eij;abEik;cd ∼1 eij;xeji;aeij;1eik;yeki;ceik;1 by Lemma 5.10(iii)
∼1 eij;xeji;aejk;yeij;1eki;ceik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eij;xejk;yeji;aeki;cekj;ceik;1 by (R4)1 twice
∼1 eij;xejk;yeji;aekj;ceik;1 by (R3a)1
∼1 eij;xekj;1ejk;yekj;ceki;aceik;1 by (R3a)1 and (R4)1
∼1 eij;xejk;1ekj;deki;zdeik;1 by (R1b)1, yc = d and ac = zd
∼1 eij;xejk;1eji;zekj;deik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eij;xeki;zejk;1ekj;deik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eki;zekj;xzejk;1eik;1eij;d by (R4)1 twice
∼1 eki;zekj;xzejk;1eij;d by (R3a)1
∼1 eki;zekj;xzeij;deik;d by (R4)1
∼1 eki;zekj;xzeik;d by (R3a)1
∼1 eki;zeik;deij;bc by (R4)1 and xzd = xac = bc
∼1 Eik;ac,dEij;1,bc by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iv).
(R4b)′
2
: As in Remark 5.3, we only need to show that Eik;c,bdEij;1,ad ∼1 Ejk;abEij;cd. Again, we must
consider six cases:
(i) a ≤L b and d ≤L c;
(ii) b ≤L a and d ≤L c;
(iii) a ≤L b and c ≤L bd;
(iv) b ≤L a and c ≤L bd;
(v) a ≤L b and bd ≤L c ≤L d;
(vi) b ≤L a and bd ≤L c ≤L d.
(Note that bd ≤L c in Cases (i) and (ii), and that c ≤L d in Cases (iii) and (iv).) For Cases (i) and (ii),
write d = yc, and note that bd = (by)c, so that
Eik;c,bdEij;1,ad ∼1 eik;byeki;ceik;1eij;ad by Lemma 5.10(iii) and (iv)
∼1 eik;byeik;1eki;ceik;1eij;ad by (R1a)1
∼1 eik;byeki;1eik;ceij;ayc by (R1b)1 and d = yc
∼1 eik;byeik;1eij;ayeji;ceij;1 by Lemma 5.11(ii)
∼1 eik;byeij;ayeji;ceij;1 by (R1a)1.
In Case (i), writing a = xb, we have
Ejk;abEij;cd ∼1 ekj;xejk;beij;yeji;ceij;1 by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 ekj;xeij;yeik;byeji;ceij;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xeik;byeji;ceij;1 by (R3a)1
∼1 eik;byeij;ayeji;ceij;1 by (R4)1 and xb = a.
In Case (ii), writing b = xa, we have
Ejk;abEij;cd ∼1 ejk;xekj;aejk;1eij;yeji;ceij;1 by Lemma 5.10(iii)
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∼1 ejk;xekj;aeij;yeik;yeji;ceij;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;xekj;aeik;yeji;ceij;1 by (R3a)1
∼1 ejk;xeik;yeij;ayeji;ceij;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;xeij;ayeji;ceij;1 by (R3a)1
∼1 eik;byeij;ayeji;ceij;1 by (R4)1 and xa = b.
For Case (iii), write a = xb and c = zbd. Then
Ejk;abEij;cd ∼1 ekj;xejk;beji;zbeij;d by Lemma 5.10(ii)
∼1 ekj;xeji;zbejk;beij;d by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xeij;1eji;zbeij;deik;bd by (R3a)1 and (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xeji;1eij;zbdeik;bd by (R1b)1
∼1 ekj;xeji;1ekj;zeik;bd by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xekj;zeki;zeik;bd by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xeki;zeik;bd by (R1a)1
∼1 eki;zekj;xeik;bd by (R4)1
∼1 eki;zeik;bdeij;ad by (R4)1 and xb = a
∼1 Eik;c,bdEij;1,ad by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iv).
For Case (iv), write b = xa and c = zbd. Then
Ejk;abEij;cd ∼1 ejk;xekj;aejk;1eji;zbeij;d by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 ejk;xekj;aeji;zbejk;1eij;d by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;xekj;aeij;1eji;zbeij;deik;d by (R3a)1 and (R4)1
∼1 ejk;xekj;aeji;1eij;zbdeik;d by (R1b)1
∼1 ejk;xekj;aeji;1ekj;zbeik;d by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;xekj;aekj;zbeki;zbeik;d by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;xekj;aeki;zxaeik;d by (R1a)1 and b = xa
∼1 ejk;xeji;zxekj;aeik;d by (R4)1
∼1 eji;zxejk;xeik;deij;ad by (R4)1 twice
∼1 eji;zxejk;xeij;ad by (R3a)1
∼1 eki;zejk;xeij;ad by (R4)1
∼1 eki;zeik;bdeij;ad by (R4)1 and xa = b
∼1 Eik;c,bdEij;1,ad by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iv).
For Case (v), write a = xb, c = yd and bd = zc. Then
Ejk;abEij;cd ∼1 ekj;xejk;beji;yeij;d by Lemma 5.10(ii)
∼1 ekj;xeji;yejk;beij;d by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xeij;1eji;yeij;deik;bd by (R3a)1 and (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xeji;1eij;ceik;zc by (R1b)1, yd = c and bd = zc,
and
Eik;c,bdEij;1,ad ∼1 eik;zeki;ceik;1eij;ad by Lemma 5.10(iii) and (iv)
∼1 eik;zeki;cekj;xzceik;1 by (R4)1 and ad = xbd = xzc
∼1 eik;zeij;xzeki;ceik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xeik;zeki;ceik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 ekj;xeij;1eik;zeki;ceik;1 by (R3a)1
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∼1 ekj;xeji;1eij;ceik;zc by Lemma 5.11(ii).
For Case (vi), write b = xa, c = yd and bd = zc. Then
Ejk;abEij;cd ∼1 ejk;xekj;aejk;1eji;yeij;d by Lemma 5.10(ii) and (iii)
∼1 ejk;xekj;aeki;yejk;1eij;d by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;xeki;yekj;aeij;deik;d by (R4)1 twice
∼1 ejk;xeki;yekj;aeik;d by (R3a)1
∼1 ejk;xekj;aeki;yeik;d by (R4)1
∼1 ejk;xekj;adeki;ceik;1 by Lemma 5.11(i) and yd = c
∼1 ejk;xeki;cekj;adeik;1 by (R4)1
∼1 eik;zeki;cekj;adeik;1 by Lemma 5.11(iv), as zc = bd = xad
∼1 eik;zeki;ceik;1eij;ad by (R4)1
∼1 Eik;c,bdEij;1,ad by Lemma 5.10(iii) and (iv).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
As noted at the beginning of this section, some of the relations from R1 may be simplified in the case
that M is a group.
Theorem 5.12. If M is a group, then M ≀ Singn has presentation 〈X1 : R
′
1〉 via φ1, where R
′
1 is obtained
from R1 by replacing (R1a)1–(R1e)1 by
eij;aeij;b = eij;a = eji;a−1eij;a for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j (R1a)
′
1
eij;1eji;aeij;b = eji;1eij;ab for a, b ∈M and distinct i, j. (R1b)1
Proof. Suppose M is a group. We start with the presentation 〈X1 : R1〉 from Therorem 5.9. Since
(eji;a−1eij;a)φ1 = eij;aφ1, we may augment (R1a)1 by replacing it with (R1a)
′
1. Relation (R1e)1 may be
removed, as it is just part of (R1a)′1. Relation (R1c)1 may also be removed, since ac = bc is only possible
in M (a group) if a = b, in which case the relation is vacuous. For relation (R1d)1, let i, j ∈ n be distinct,
and let a, b, c ∈M with abc = c, noting that this forces b = a−1. Then, writing ∼′1 = (R
′
1)
♯, we have
eji;aeij;bc ∼
′
1 eij;beji;aeij;bc by (R1a)
′
1 and b = a
−1
∼′1 eij;beij;1eji;aeij;bc by (R1a)
′
1
∼′1 eij;beji;1eij;c by (R1b)1 and abc = c
∼′1 eij;beij;1eji;ceij;1 by (R1b)1
∼′1 eij;beji;ceij;1 by (R1a)
′
1.
Remark 5.13. Theorem 5.12 can also be deduced directly from Theorem 5.2 in a similar way to Theo-
rem 5.9, though the calculations are far easier under the assumption thatM is a group. Here we may simply
define the words Eij;ab as eji;ab−1eij;b for all i, j, a, b, and we never need to consider multiple cases (according
to whether a ≤L b or b ≤L a, etc.).
Remark 5.14. Although M ≀ Singn 6= 〈X1〉 in the case that M/L is not a chain, it is still the case (by
Theorem 4.7) that 〈E(M ≀ Singn)〉 = 〈X1〉. It would be interesting to give a presentation for 〈E(M ≀ Singn)〉
in terms of the generating set X1.
6 An application to the endomorphism monoid of a uniform partition
We now apply the results of previous sections to obtain a presentation for the idempotent-generated sub-
semigroup of the endomorphism monoid of a uniform partition of a finite set. These monoids are defined
as follows. Let X be a non-empty finite set, and let P = {C1, . . . , Cn} be a uniform partition of X: by this
we mean that the sets C1, . . . , Cn are pairwise disjoint, have a common size (m, say), and their union is all
of X (so that |X| = mn). The endomorphism monoid of P is defined to be the submonoid
T (X,P) = {α ∈ TX : (∀i ∈ n)(∃j ∈ n) Ciα ⊆ Cj}
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of TX , the full transformation semigroup on X. These monoids were introduced by Pei in [67], and have
subsequently been studied by a number of different authors. In particular, the rank of T (X,P) was calculated
in [5], while the rank and idempotent rank of the idempotent-generated subsemigroup of T (X,P) were
calculated in [16]; for the corresponding studies of the non-uniform case, see [4, 17]. As noted in [5],
T (X,P) is isomorphic to the wreath product Tm ≀ Tn. So we will concentrate on such a wreath product
Tm ≀ Tn, and our goal (as stated above) is to give a monoid presentation for the idempotent-generated
subsemigroup 〈E(Tm ≀ Tn)〉. In fact, we are able to solve a more general problem: namely, in Theorem 6.3,
we give a monoid presentation for the idempotent-generated subsemigroup 〈E(M ≀ Tn)〉 of M ≀ Tn, modulo
a presentation for 〈E(M)〉, in the case that M is a monoid satisfying 〈E(M)〉 = {1} ∪ (M \G), where G is
the group of units of M . So for the remainder of this section, we fix a monoid M , write G for its group of
units, and we assume that 〈E(M)〉 = {1} ∪ (M \ G). Examples of such monoids M include the finite full
transformation semigroups [49], finite dimensional full linear monoids [31], finite partition monoids [25], finite
Brauer monoids [60], the endomorphism monoids of certain finite dimensional freeM -acts (see Corollary 4.9
above), and many more. Presentations for the idempotent-generated subsemigroups of some (but not all)
of these examples are known [25–27,60].
To avoid confusion, we will write 1 and 1n for the identity elements of M and Tn, respectively. Recall
that any subsemigroup S of Tn leads to a wreath product K ≀ S, for any monoid K. In particular, when
S = {1n} ⊆ Tn consists of only the identity transformation, K ≀ {1n} is isomorphic to the direct product of n
copies of K. The M = Tm case of the next result is contained in [16, Proposition 4.1]. We write A = B ⊔C
to indicate that A is the disjoint union of B and C. To simplify notation throughout this section, if T is
any semigroup, we will write E(T ) = 〈E(T )〉 for the idempotent-generated subsemigroup of T .
Proposition 6.1. Suppose M is a monoid with group of units G, and that E(M) = {1} ∪ (M \G). Then
(i) E(M ≀ Tn) = (E(M) ≀ {1n}) ⊔ (M ≀ Singn); and
(ii) M ≀ Singn = (E(M) ≀ {1n})(G ≀ Singn).
Proof. (ii). If (a, 1n) ∈ E(M) ≀ {1n} and (b, β) ∈ G ≀ Singn, then (a, 1n)(b, β) = (ab, β) ∈M ≀ Singn.
Conversely, suppose (c, γ) ∈M ≀ Singn. For each i ∈ n, define
ai =
{
1 if ci ∈ G
ci if ci ∈M \G
and bi =
{
ci if ci ∈ G
1 if ci ∈M \G.
Since aibi = ci for each i, it follows that (c, γ) = (a, 1n)(b, γ). It is also clear that (b, γ) ∈ G ≀ Singn, while
(a, 1n) ∈ E(M) ≀ {1n} follows from the fact that E(M) = {1} ∪ (M \G). This completes the proof of (ii).
(i). First suppose (a1, α1), . . . , (ak, αk) ∈ E(M ≀ Tn), and write (a, α) = (a1, α1) · · · (ak, αk). If any of
α1, . . . , αk belongs to Singn, then so too does α = α1 · · ·αk, so that (a, α) ∈M ≀ Singn. On the other hand,
if α1 = · · · = αk = 1n, then Lemma 4.1 gives ai ∈ E(M)
n for all i, in which case
(a, α) = (a1 · · · ak, 1n) ∈ E(M) ≀ {1n}.
We have shown that E(M ≀ Tn) ⊆ (E(M) ≀ {1n}) ⊔ (M ≀ Singn).
To prove the reverse containment, first suppose (b, 1n) ∈ E(M) ≀ {1n}. Since 1 ∈ E(M), we may write
b = b1 · · ·bk with b1, . . . ,bk ∈ E(M)
n, and it then follows that (b, 1n) = (b1, 1n) · · · (bk, 1n) ∈ E(M ≀ Tn).
This shows that E(M) ≀ {1n} ⊆ E(M ≀ Tn). Together with Part (ii) and the fact that G ≀Singn is idempotent-
generated (by Theorem 4.7(iii)), it also follows that M ≀ Singn ⊆ E(M ≀ Tn).
Suppose now that E(M) = 〈E(M)〉 has monoid presentation 〈Y : Q〉 via ψ : Y ∗ → E(M). Since this
is a monoid presentation, we may assume that yψ 6= 1 for all y ∈ Y , and it will be important to do so in
what follows. Define new alphabets Y(i) = {y(i) : y ∈ Y } for each i ∈ n, and put Y = Y(1) ∪ · · · ∪ Y(n).
For a word w = y1 · · · yk ∈ Y
∗, and for i ∈ n, define w(i) = (y1)(i) · · · (yk)(i) ∈ Y
∗
(i). For each i ∈ n, write
Q(i) = {(u(i), v(i)) : (u, v) ∈ Q} and put Q = Q(1) ∪ · · · ∪Q(n). We also define
R↔ = {(x(i)y(j), y(j)x(i)) : x, y ∈ Y, i, j ∈ n, i 6= j}.
For a ∈ M and i ∈ n, write a(i) = ((1, . . . , 1, a, 1, . . . , 1), 1n), where the a is in the ith position. Define an
epimorphism
Ψ : Y∗ → E(M) ≀ {1n} : y(i) 7→ (yψ)(i).
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The next result follows from an obvious (and essentially folklore) result on presentations for direct products
of monoids.
Lemma 6.2. With the above notation, the monoid E(M) ≀ {1n} has monoid presentation 〈Y : Q ∪R↔〉
via Ψ.
We fix the semigroup presentation 〈X1 : R
′
1〉 for G ≀Singn (via φ1 : X
+
1 → G ≀Singn) from Theorem 5.12,
where X1 = {eij;a : i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, a ∈ G}, and so on. We now explain how to stitch this together with the
monoid presentation 〈Y : Q ∪R↔〉 for E(M) ≀ {1n} in order to yield a monoid presentation for E(M ≀ Tn).
In what follows, it will be convenient to write w = wψ ∈ E(M) for any word w ∈ Y ∗. By Proposition 6.1,
we may define an epimorphism
Θ : (Y ∪X1)
∗ → E(M ≀ Tn) : y(i) 7→ y(i), eij;a 7→ εij;a.
We will also choose (and fix for the remainder of the section) a set of words {ha : a ∈ E(M)} ⊆ Y
∗ such
that haψ = a for all a ∈ E(M). For a ∈ E(M) and i ∈ n, define ha;i = (ha)(i) ∈ Y
∗
(i), noting that
ha;iΘ = ha;iΨ = a(i). In practice, we might like to choose the words ha to be as short as possible, but this
is not a requirement. Note that if w ∈ Y∗ is such that wΘ = ((a1, . . . , an), 1n) ∈ E(M) ≀ {1n}, then w may
be transformed into ha1;1 · · · han;n using relations Q ∪R↔, by Lemma 6.2.
Now let R∇ denote the set of relations
y(i)hay;jeij;1 if k = i (∇1a)
eij;ay(k) =

eij;a if k = j (∇1b)y(k)eij;a otherwise (∇1c)
y(j)eij;a = hya;jeij;1 (∇2)
y(i)eji;aeij;b = hyab;ieij;b, (∇3)
where y ∈ Y in each relation, and i, j, k, a, b range over all allowable values, subject to the stated constraints.
Note that the assumption that y = yψ 6= 1 for all y ∈ Y (and the assumption that E(M) = {1} ∪ (M \G))
implies that ay, ya ∈M \G ⊆ E(M) for all y ∈ Y and a ∈ G (so that the words hay, hya, hyab appearing in
the above relations are well defined). The main result we wish to prove in this section is the following.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose M is a monoid with group of units G, and that E(M) = 〈E(M)〉 = {1} ∪ (M \G).
With the above notation, the idempotent-generated subsemigroup E(M ≀ Tn) = 〈E(M ≀ Tn)〉 of M ≀ Tn has
monoid presentation 〈Y ∪X1 : Q ∪R↔ ∪R
′
1 ∪R∇〉 via Θ.
To prove Theorem 6.3, we first need some preliminary lemmas. We will write ≈ = (Q∪R↔ ∪R
′
1 ∪R∇)
♯
for the congruence on (Y ∪X1)
∗ generated by the relations Q ∪R↔ ∪R
′
1 ∪R∇. The next result follows by
a simple diagrammatic check that the relations R∇ are preserved by Θ.
Lemma 6.4. We have ≈ ⊆ ker(Θ).
As usual, proving the reverse containment is more of a challenge.
Lemma 6.5. If w ∈ (Y∪X1)
∗, then w ≈ w1w2 for some w1 ∈ Y
∗ and w2 ∈ X
∗
1 . If w 6∈ Y
∗, then w2 ∈ X
+
1 .
Proof. For a word u ∈ (Y ∪ X1)
∗, we write ξ(u) for the number of letters from X1 appearing in u. We
prove the lemma by induction on ξ(w). If ξ(w) = 0, then we are already done (with w1 = w and w2 = 1),
so suppose ξ(w) ≥ 1, and write w = ueij;av, where u ∈ (Y ∪ X1)
∗ and v ∈ Y∗, so ξ(u) = ξ(w) − 1. By
(∇1a–∇1c), we have eij;av ≈ zeij;b for some z ∈ Y
∗ and some b ∈ G. Since ξ(uz) = ξ(u) = ξ(w) − 1, an
induction hypothesis gives uz ≈ u1u2 for some u1 ∈ Y
∗ and u2 ∈ X
∗
1 . So w = ueij;av ≈ uzeij;b ≈ u1u2eij;b,
and we are done (with w1 = u1 ∈ Y
∗ and w2 = u2eij;b ∈ X
+
1 ). (Note that the final assertion in the lemma
follows from the above argument.)
We now improve Lemma 6.5 by showing that the two words w1, w2 can be chosen to have a very specific
form, in the case that w 6∈ Y∗.
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Lemma 6.6. Let w ∈ (Y ∪X1)
∗ \Y∗, and write wΘ = (a, α). For i ∈ n, define
bi =
{
1 if ai ∈ G
ai if ai ∈M \G
and ci =
{
ai if ai ∈ G
1 if ai ∈M \G.
Then w ≈ w1w2 for some w1 ∈ Y
∗ and w2 ∈ X
+
1 with w1Θ = (b, 1n) and w2Θ = (c, α).
Proof. By Lemma 6.5, the set Ω = {(w1, w2) ∈ Y
∗ ×X+1 : w ≈ w1w2} is non-empty. We define a function
ξ : Ω→ N as follows. Let (w1, w2) ∈ Ω, and write
w1Θ = (p, 1n) and w2Θ = (q, α) where p ∈ E(M)
n and q ∈ Gn.
(Because the last coordinate of w1Θ must be 1n, it follows that the last coordinate of w2Θ must be α.)
We then define ξ(w1, w2) to be the cardinality of the set Ξ(w1, w2) = {i ∈ n : (pi, qi) 6= (bi, ci)}. (Here, we
assume that p = (p1, . . . , pn) and q = (q1, . . . , qn).)
We now choose a pair (w1, w2) ∈ Ω for which ξ(w1, w2) is minimal. The proof will of course be complete
if we can show that ξ(w1, w2) = 0. To do so, suppose to the contrary that ξ(w1, w2) ≥ 1. As above, write
w1Θ = (p, 1n) and w2Θ = (q, α), noting that
(a, α) = wΘ = (w1Θ)(w2Θ) = (pq, α).
This gives piqi = ai for all i. Since w2 ∈ X
+
1 , we have α ∈ Singn, so we may fix some (i, j) ∈ ker(α) with
i 6= j. By relabelling the elements of n if necessary, we may assume that (i, j) = (1, 2). Define words
u1 = (e21;q1q−12
e12;q2) · (e23;q3e32;1) · · · (e2n;qnen2;1) and u2 = (e12;q2q−11
e21;q1) · (e13;q3e31;1) · · · (e1n;qnen1;1),
and let v be any word over X (regarded as a subset of X1 as usual) with vΘ = ((1, . . . , 1), α). It is easy to
check (diagrammatically) that u1Θ = (q, ε12) and u2Θ = (q, ε21). In particular, since α = ε12α = ε21α, we
have
(u1Θ)(vΘ) = (u2Θ)(vΘ) = (q, α) = w2Θ.
Since w2, u1v, u2v all belong to X
+
1 , Theorem 5.12 then gives w2 ≈ u1v ≈ u2v. As noted earlier, Lemma 6.2
also gives w1 ≈ hp1;1 · · · hpn;n.
Since ξ(w1, w2) ≥ 1, we may fix some r ∈ Ξ(w1, w2). Note that we could not have pr = 1, or else
then ar = prqr = qr ∈ G, which would give (br, cr) = (1, ar) = (pr, qr), contradicting our assump-
tion that r ∈ Ξ(w1, w2). In particular, hpr;r 6= 1, so we may write hpr;r = (y1)(r) · · · (yk)(r)y(r), where
y1, . . . , yk, y ∈ Y (and where pr is therefore equal to y1 · · · yky). Note that R↔ gives w1 ≈ w3hpr ;r, where
w3 = hp1;1 · · · hpr−1;r−1hpr+1;r+1 · · · hpn;n. Note also that
pr 6= 1 ⇒ pr ∈M \G ⇒ ar = prqr ∈M \G ⇒ (br, cr) = (ar, 1).
We now consider separate cases, depending on the value of r.
Case 1. Suppose first that r ≥ 3. Note that
hpr ;ru1 = (y1)(r) · · · (yk)(r)y(r)(e21;q1q−12
e12;q2) · (e23;q3e32;1) · · · (e2,r−1;qr−1er−1,2;1)
× (e2r;qrer2;1)(e2,r+1;qr+1er+1,2;1) · · · (e2n;qnen2;1)
≈ (y1)(r) · · · (yk)(r)(e21;q1q−12
e12;q2) · (e23;q3e32;1) · · · (e2,r−1;qr−1er−1,2;1)
× y(r)(e2r;qrer2;1)(e2,r+1;qr+1er+1,2;1) · · · (e2n;qnen2;1) by (∇1c)
≈ (y1)(r) · · · (yk)(r)(e21;q1q−12
e12;q2) · (e23;q3e32;1) · · · (e2,r−1;qr−1er−1,2;1)
× hyqr ;r(e2r;1er2;1)(e2,r+1;qr+1er+1,2;1) · · · (e2n;qnen2;1) by (∇2)
≈ (y1)(r) · · · (yk)(r)hyqr;r(e21;q1q−12
e12;q2) · (e23;q3e32;1) · · · (e2,r−1;qr−1er−1,2;1)
× (e2r;1er2;1)(e2,r+1;qr+1er+1,2;1) · · · (e2n;qnen2;1) by (∇1c).
(In the last step of the previous calculation, recall that hyqr ;r involves only letters from Y(r).) Note also that
((y1)(r) · · · (yk)(r)hyqr;r)Θ = (y1 · · · ykyqr)(r) = (prqr)(r) = (ar)(r).
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As seen above, ar ∈M \G, so Lemma 6.2 gives (y1)(r) · · · (yk)(r)hyqr;r ≈ har ;r. Now put
u3 = (e21;q1q−12
e12;q2) · (e23;q3e32;1) · · · (e2,r−1;qr−1er−1,2;1)(e2r;1er2;1)(e2,r+1;qr+1er+1,2;1) · · · (e2n;qnen2;1).
The above calculations show that hpr ;ru1 ≈ har ;ru3, and it follows that
w ≈ w1w2 ≈ (w3hpr;r)(u1v) ≈ (w3har ;r)(u3v) = v1v2,
where v1 = w3har ;r ∈ Y
∗ and v2 = u3v ∈ X
+
1 . It follows that (v1, v2) ∈ Ω. But one may easily check that
v1Θ = ((p1, . . . , pr−1, ar, pr+1, . . . , pn), 1n) and v2Θ = ((q1, . . . , qr−1, 1, qr+1, . . . , qn), α).
Since (br, cr) = (ar, 1), it follows that ξ(v1, v2) = ξ(w1, w2) − 1, contradicting the minimality of ξ(w1, w2),
and completing the proof in this case.
Case 2. Next, suppose r = 1. So now we have w1 ≈ w3hp1;1 and hp1;1 = (y1)(1) · · · (yk)(1)y(1). First note that
y(1)e21;q1q−12
e12;q2 ≈ hyq1;1e12;q2 , by (∇3). As in the previous case, we have (y1)(1) · · · (yk)(1)hyq1;1 ≈ ha1;1.
It quickly follows that hp1;1u1 ≈ ha1;1u3, where u3 = e12;q2 · (e23;q3e32;1) · · · (e2n;qnen2;1). So w ≈ w1w2 ≈
(w3hp1;1)(u1v) ≈ (w3ha1;1)(u3v) = v1v2, where v1 = w3ha1;1 ∈ Y
∗ and v2 = u3v ∈ X
+
1 . This time we have
v1Θ = ((a1, p2, . . . , pn), 1n) and v2Θ = ((1, q2, . . . , qn), α),
and again we obtain ξ(v1, v2) = ξ(w1, w2)− 1, a contradiction.
Case 3. The case in which r = 2 is almost identical to the previous case, but we use the word u2 (defined
above) instead of u1.
We are now ready to tie the loose ends together.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. It remains to prove that ker(Θ) ⊆ ≈, so suppose u, v ∈ (Y ∪X1)
∗ are such that
uΘ = vΘ. If u ∈ Y∗, then uΘ ∈ E(M) ≀ {1n}, which also gives v ∈ Y
∗; in this case, u ≈ v follows from
Lemma 6.2. So suppose u 6∈ Y∗, noting that this also forces v 6∈ Y∗. Lemma 6.6 then gives u ≈ u1u2
and v ≈ v1v2 for some u1, v1 ∈ Y
∗ and u2, v2 ∈ X
+
1 with u1Θ = v1Θ and u2Θ = v2Θ. Lemma 6.2
and Theorem 5.12 (respectively) then give u1 ≈ v1 and u2 ≈ v2. Putting this all together, we obtain
u ≈ u1u2 ≈ v1v2 ≈ v.
Remark 6.7. As noted above, in the case that M = Tm, Theorem 6.3 gives a presentation for the
idempotent-generated subsemigroup of Tm ≀ Tn ∼= T (X,P), where T (X,P) is the endomorphism monoid
of a uniform partition P of the set X into n blocks of size m. Here we have G = Sm, and the monoid
presentation 〈Y : Q〉 for E(Tm) = {1} ∪ (Tm \ Sm) is deduced from the semigroup presentation for Tm \ Sm
in Theorem 2.4.
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